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Fifteen
 I cried. I cried for days – months – years, it was no use. No one is listening, the only friend I have is 

Eric, and sometimes even he doesn’t want to talk to me. Eric speaks loudly and clearly to me. The kids at 
school don’t pick on him. It’s only me, always me. What did I do? What did I do to deserve this, torment, 
torture, tribulation? They’ll pay, they’ll all pay. Maybe the torment that they’ve forced on me will backfire on 
them all. They’ll all suffocate.
 
               Eric has planned it all out, where I’m meant to be and at what time. He told me to meet him at 
11:10am. Eric’s car was already there when I arrived; I don’t know how he could get to school so fast, he 
lives further away than I do. Well, I think he does because he said he lived out of town. I could see his car 
through the large windows in the cafeteria, the door of his car opened and he walked around the cafeteria 
with his hood up, way to look inconspicuous. What if he had ruined it? I got out and opened the boot to 
where the duffel bags lay and began to carefully prepare the contents. Months of planning went into this 
attack, I couldn’t ruin it.

I took one duffel bag while Eric took the other and we went to the door of the cafeteria, posters 
splashed all over the walls telling us all to eat healthily. I took a large gulp, much more than my small throat 
could handle and coughed indiscreetly. Eric put his finger to his lip as if he didn’t want us speaking. I pushed 
open the door putting all my force on the metal bars. My eyes were drawn to Brooks sitting there by herself, 
a long-time lover that I had gone to prom with three days previous. We both had such a great night. “Focus” 
said Eric as I began to get more and more mesmerized by her beautiful long hair and strawberry body scent 
that had wiped off on my suit at prom. I had to break out of her gaze; we had come too far to give up now. 
Eric went to one side of the cafeteria as I went to the other, we put down the black duffel bags and made sure 
we couldn’t see them easily amongst the collection of other school bags, any mistakes now would be 
withering. We both walk back to my car to prepare the guns.

 
  As Eric and I are sorting out the guns I hear footsteps behind me - this was it - we were about to get 
caught. “You missed the class test this morning.” I quickly close the boot and realized that it was Brooks 
beautiful song bird voice, “It doesn’t matter anymore” I have to be careful about what I say, don’t want to 
give too much away but I plea for her safety. I love her; or at least I think I love her. I don’t know what love 
feels like, I have never really ‘loved’ anyone else. I turn around and she is still here, like she can’t get enough 
of me “Brooks, it’s not safe here, go home.” A shudder chills my spine. Maybe that was a too cruel she can’t 
handle people yelling, after all she is a fragile girl. I turn around to see her scampering away, she tries to 
cover the tears I had created but she isn’t doing a very good job. I hope Eric doesn’t hurt her; I’ll hate him 
forever if he hurts her. No, I’d kill him if he hurts her.

 
 We grab our weapons and begin to proceed to the west entrance. We run around the corner as I took 
one last look at the peaceful place, I did spend some happy days here. “GO! GO!” I yell at Eric and with 
those two words I felt my life slip away. Eighteen years has led to this. We began to shoot but as I looked 
into Rachel’s eyes, just before I kill her, I see a soul as pure as the sun, why didn’t she put it to good use? I 
sat next to her in biology for two years, didn’t speak a word to me. She was too busy blabbing to her friends 
behind her. I quickly get fuelled as my anger level quickly escalates. It was too late; a bullet had already left 
my gun. “Let’s finish what we started.” He continued to shoot three more shots at Rachel, I would take that 
one bullet back if I could, Eric would be disappointed in me though, and I must press on.



 
We enter through the west entrance and I see three younger pupils. Eric and I stand at the top of the 

staircase as we look down on them, we were the superiors. Daniel begins to beg us to stop, “Please, please 
don’t. We have families, people actually care about us.” What a martyr he is. The shooting game Eric played 
gave him a rush of adrenaline. I could barely let my finger off the trigger; all those years of torture, all those 
years of pain just seemed to slip out the end of my fingertips, bang, bang. We both shot all three youths 
causing all three to fall to the ground. Their light bodies made an echo along the empty corridors and Daniel 
fell onto the steps with his arms out both sides and his legs together.  We both continued to walk past them 
like nothing happened; I saw the pain in their eyes but watched the reduced breath exhale from Daniel’s 
damaged lungs. I heard the last exasperated gasp leave his chapped lips; his body shaped into the stairway, 
nothing now but dust.
 

We begin to continue our walk to the library; Eric threw two grenades towards the doors of the 
library. I stormed in slamming both doors and causing the principal’s photo to fall to the ground and smash 
directly down the middle. “Get up!” I yelled with little authority. All our class mates are hiding under the 
desks with a few teachers who had taught us. Eric looked at me and slightly nudges me as if to signal ‘be 
more severe’. I am too petrified to be severe, my body won’t stop shaking and I don’t know if it’s noticeable 
or not. “Everybody get up!” I say again sounding more confident nobody was looking at Eric, now they all 
pay attention to me, like never before.
 
                  Police sirens begin to come closer and closer. My palms began to sweat and I could feel my heart 
thud out my body.  We stood in the middle of the library and I looked at Eric, I aimed my gun to the top of 
my mouth while Eric pointed his to his left temple “One, two, three” Eric said. I tightly closed my eyes to 
wish it would all go away, when I opened them I took one last look around at what we had done to find Eric 
was no longer there, I was mad. I could feel my head roll to the floor and my heart stop beating, I felt like I 
was drowning while everyone else floated. Was I born to die? A loud mumble came from behind the library 
door, it was fuzzy but as the person became more and more frantic I could make out what they were saying. 
“Dylan, Dylan” he repeatedly said “Stop right now, Eric isn’t real Dylan. He’s in your mind, you’re 
schizophrenic. Don’t listen to him!” I could feel the ground shaking with the bomb team coming into the 
library, ready to attack, my feet trembling and my vision blurred. I took one last glance around at what I had 
done and pulled the trigger.



Mopping
A stab of pain jarred her body, every rushed breath ran rough and coarse through her exhausted 
lungs and with the slap of each step the slow burning in her legs intensified. She skirted the dull 
brick wall on her right side and found herself exposed in the ominous glow of the car park’s lamp 
posts. Luminous white lines stretched out before her and the silhouetted supermarkets and hardware 
stores appeared to trap her in. In the distance ahead lay the lights of the town. As if orchestrated by 
Houdini himself, the reds and greens jumped from one to another while shimmering headlights 
caught themselves in large office windows. A yell rung out behind her, echoing off age old bricks, 
followed by the clap of racing footsteps. Fighting the weight in her chest, Kassidy ran towards the 
city’s lights.

Mopping. He knew all about f*****g mopping. Twelve years he’d been mopping. In the bucket, out 
the bucket, squeeze, wipe, squeeze. Hell, did it make him grimace. The agonizing, putrid thought of 
just showing up for work gave him a fancy for taking a brick to those nice big windows that needed 
to be sparkling clean for Mr Gregor every morning. The mop squelched into the bucket again then 
returned to the laminate. He wiped the dirt off his reflection to reveal tired eyes and thinning hair, 
his hands felt weak around the mop, he asked the night where the time had gone.

Each step was as strategically placed as an adapter in a bathtub. In a matter of hours pleasantly 
intoxicated had become ridiculously inebriated and situations had twisted and seemingly contorted 
from his grasp.  Why was he out here again? Oh yes, that bitch! He could see her now, the long legs 
trailing into the distance shrouded by a black skirt, hung just above the knee, maybe that’s why he 
had approached her in the first place. He shouted stop before he knew what he was doing and 
caught himself by surprise. He clasped his hand over his mouth and if such a thing is possible, 
laughed at the hilarity of the whole thing through his nose. He belched and carried on with two left 
feet. 

She hung her ostentatious high heels from her left hand as she tottered to the end of the car park, a 
steep embankment laid with dark brown bark separated her from the self-proposed safety of the 
streetlight. First up went her heels. 

It must have been four metres by two; he could imagine how the light would filter in during the day, 
really brightening up the monotonous typing and whirr of the photocopier. He pondered if there 
were any jobs that you weren’t breaking your back for some too rich and getting richer piece of 
corporate trash. He stood like this for a minute, Windex hanging at his side, and then he felt the 
impact on the window and dived to the floor. ‘Bloody half-arsed birds’ he exclaimed to the cold 
floor.

The grizzly carcass of a pigeon splattered on the glass. That’s what Henry expected to see. Not a 
dark purple, suede shoe with a heel longer than his wee man. Then the second shoe hit and his arms 
spun for balance as he tripped backwards over the mop bucket, the buzz of the vibrating pane 
ringing over the deserted office cubicles.

She’d lobbed them over-arm with like the release of a catapult, one after another before making her 
first attempt to scale the embankment.



 She approached it slowly, wary of getting splinters from the bark, her hands moved up first 
followed pedantically foot by foot until she was halfway. She was very conscious of her short skirt.  
The smell came, thrown in with the evening wind like a cloud of whisky and gave her the chills, the 
swaying bulk of a man staggered out from the shadows and spoke coarsely ‘and I... I thought the 
skirt was nice’. He made a miscalculated lunge for her ankle and succeeded only in filling his mouth 
with bark.

Henry had regained his composure and returned his equipment to the supply cupboard. His rubber 
soles squeaked along the office lobby as he headed for the door, he didn’t particularly want to go 
home, back to his microwave meal and crackly television, the bills that kill and his bank account 
zeros. On went his faded bomber jacket from the coat stand and the gloves he got on his 60th from 
the shelter downtown. He coughed into a curled fist, turned out the lobby lights, locked the doors 
and started walking. He swung the office key on his fingers as he went off whistling, he just wanted 
to get some sleep.

The light swam over her as she cascaded into the empty street, the road seemed cut off from the rest 
of the city, nothing like it had from across the car park.  The traffic lights blinked at her and she 
looked for her next move. The road ran dead straight on the right for about one hundred metres then 
went into a harsh bend, escaping sight behind a lonely low lying car garage. Above its roof she 
counted the various church steeples and orientated herself, there was a tube station on South 
Riovoti, which she was recalling came out at the back of an old church. Remembering her heels she 
turned one-eighty and came face to face with a stranger.

‘Evening’ he said as he nodded his head at her, not meaning to stop. He barely looked her way; he 
could only imagine what a girl like this was doing on the street side at a time like this. He had 
noticed one thing about her though. He was a few paces past her when it clicked. She wasn’t 
wearing any shoes. He abruptly stopped and turned, ‘Well now, you wouldn’t happen to be the 
owner of…’ and suddenly the thought of sleep was the last on his mind. 

It was like a scene from some cheap horror flick, she turns just in time to see the drunken giant 
lumbering towards her and the blood in her veins freezes, but no giant stands before her. It was 
nothing of the sort, just a little old man, hands buried in his coat pockets, buckling down against the 
cold. Relief warmly reassured her as she composed herself, the lurching of her heartbeat beginning 
to slow, until the second figure appeared over his shoulder, his shadow screaming fee-fi-fo-fum. 

He froze in the moment, mouth agape to watch this man throw himself against the young woman. 
She fell against the asphalt with a thud, her head whipping back and tapping hollowly off the black 
top before laying still, flecks of red standing out on the road’s white lines nearby. The ice cracked 
and Henry plunged into his pocket for his mobile and clumsily thumbed for the police. The big guy 
was straddling over her now, pulling her body up from the shoulders and screaming at her, 
something about not being good enough amongst a lot of nonsense. He was shaking her violently, 
her head rolling loosely on the frail shoulders. Her dress had slipped down over one shoulder 
revealing the start of her chest. He looked once again at his phone in hesitation but there was no one 
else to call. His left hand fought to find the office keys in his pocket and shakily produced them; he 
slid the largest to the front of the key ring and wielding it at arm’s length walked briskly towards the 
impending fiasco…



On Mute
“Do you have your lunch money?” Mum fretted as she followed me to the front door and peered out at the 
grey morning. Her uncombed hair was still damp and had soaked the shoulders of her wrinkled shirt. At least 
she had got as far as putting her shirt on by now, though she still wore her pyjama trousers and I knew her 
breakfast was cold and forgotten in the toaster. I nodded quickly, wanting to leave so she could get to work 
on time. “Do you have your cue-cards?” She continued. I rolled my eyes and took the notes out of my blazer 
to wave them in front of her face. My impatience must have shown because she stopped asking questions. 
“Just call me if there are any problems.” I raised an eyebrow at her wording and she sighed before correcting 
herself. “Get Mark to call me then.”

I slipped into Chemistry as the bell faded and stopped in my tracks. Sarcastic, lazy Mr Parker was not 
lounging in his chair as usual. In his place stood a sour-faced woman with perfectly cut silver hair worn like 
a helmet for war. I approached the supply teacher cautiously and once I had her attention I waved, pointed to 
myself and made a zipping motion over my lips. I hoped she would understand my simple signs- taking my 
notepad out made me feel like an idiot.

The supply teacher furrowed her brows at me and barked, “Don’t try any nonsense with me, young girl. I 
know your type.” Her voice was as sharp as her bony elbows which jutted out from her thin body like a 
barricade against unruly pupils. I wondered what type she was talking about, as far as I knew I was a fairly 
isolated case. I was saved from another game of charades by Jason who paused in his gruesome doodles to 
inform her, “Ailsa don’t speak, Miss Hughes.” Somehow, constantly getting into trouble had turned the class 
slacker compassionate and he could always be relied upon to step in when a teacher was being unfair. Miss 
Hughes’ harsh demeanour vanished before my eyes and her elbows tucked themselves away in the folds of 
her cardigan. “I’m so sorry.” She told me in a grandmotherly tone, patting my arm. I half expected her to 
start offering me biscuits and hurried away from the undeserved sympathy to my seat before the guilt could 
build up and cause me to blurt out the truth.

Miss Hughes undoubtedly believed my silence was due to a horrific accident or tragic loss and it was easier 
to let her think that but in reality I was mute by lifestyle choice, like vegetarianism. It started gradually, 
fading out of conversations until I was no longer included in the debates. I lived contentedly in my bubble 
for two whole days before my opinion of the latest scandal was demanded. Not worth breaking my record 
silence, I had replied with a noncommittal shrug and continued on my way. Suddenly I was the latest 
scandal. “Did you hear about Ailsa Millar?”, “She’s so vain.”, “Just trying to be teacher’s pet.” Of course, I 
heard it all because when you’re quiet everyone forgets you’re there. It’s mainly lies or wildly spun stories as 
expected but it still hurts that my old friends learned to hate me so easily. So many people think I’m doing it 
for favouritism but most of my teacher’s don’t even like me. I’m the bothersome mute that can’t be asked 
questions or participate in group discussions.

Only Mr Allan took the change in his stride and he is my favourite teacher because of it. Thankfully I had 
him for History second period as soon as the bell sounded I slipped into the stream of pupils like a salmon 
wriggling from the grip of an inexperienced fisherman. When I expertly pacified Mr Allan’s stubborn door 
and strode into the cluttered classroom the lanky man grinned at me from his perch on the front desk and 
gave me a Vulcan salute. I smiled at his peculiarity and returned the gesture. When the class had settled he 
started the customary quick-fire questions. I waited patiently in my seat under the 1st years’ bloody 
Bannockburn posters, answering every question in my head with confidence. Soon enough my name was 
called.



“Alisa!” Mr Allan was bouncing on the balls of his feet, his Donald Duck tie flapping. I don’t know where he 
gets all the enthusiasm to teach the same material, year after year. “What year did Tsar Nicholas II take 
control of the Russian army?”, he asked me. 1. 9. 1. 5. I signed boldly, making my movements clear as to be 
seen across the classroom. Mr Allan stilled and tipped his head to the left in concentration before 
straightening, signing correct and preying on one for the girls whispering at the back. I’m almost always 
given number questions as it’s the only signs Mr Allan can interpret but occasionally I’m thrown a 
whiteboard and given thirty seconds to jot down a longer answer. It’s good practice for the speed of exams he 
says. I think he just does it to stop me dozing off.

When the bell spluttered to life once more to signal the start of break I was already halfway down the worn 
stairs along with the rest of my classmates. Mr Allan had quickly realised that nothing motivates a child 
better than the promise of food so he made a deal with us at the start of the year- if we work hard all week he 
lets us out ten seconds early on Friday, just before break. It might not sound like much but in a school of 
nearly two thousand that tiny head start is the difference between getting a freshly baked croissant or being 
left with the bruised and over-priced tub of grapes that have been sitting beside the cash register since last 
Tuesday. Needless to say, most of my History class is on track for an A.

Within minutes the gang was gathered round a cheerful pink table I had claimed for us. Our group consisted 
of six or seven intimidatingly tall teenage boys and me- the silent midget most of them were scared of. Boys, 
you won’t be surprised to hear, are less talkative than girls and don’t feel the need to blabber meaninglessly 
because someone else is nearby. This was my main reason for a change of friends and I never looked back. I 
never was one for shopping and make-up anyway. “Hey, Silvertongue.” Mark greeted as he spiked his short 
hair and took the seat next to mine, slinging his battered bag under the table with practiced ease. “Ready for 
English?” He tried to pass it as a casual question, taking a huge bite of his greasy sausage roll so he wouldn’t 
appear to be staring but I saw the way his bright blue eyes darted towards me, waiting for my answer.

I gave a short nod, hoping to end the conversation there. Today’s English lesson had been on my mind for 
weeks now, the apprehension building steadily so that I hadn’t even been able to sleep the previous night. 
The what if? ‘s had been circling my mind, looking for weakness, for so long now I was starting to wish I 
had never put my name down on that binding sheet of paper. It could only end badly. For all his skill at 
reading people, Mark didn’t notice my fear and continued to pursue the topic. “You’re really going through 
with this?” His eyebrows fought to express both concern and surprise at once and he looked so strange I 
might have laughed if he wasn’t irritating me so much. Since emotions aren’t easily conveyed in sign 
language I settled for a simple. Yes, shut up! -with a few added profanities. Strangely, that was one phrase 
every guy had come to recognise since I had joined the group. 

Unable to cope with his mother-goosing any longer I scooped my bag off the sticky floor and strided out the 
door, heading for English. Miss Marshall looked surprised to see me but I wasn’t one to chicken out and I 
flashed her my cue cards with a smile. There were two kids before me, both with dull topics and monotone 
voices. Nobody in the class was paying them much attention, not even Miss Marshall. I was the highlight of 
this lesson and sure enough it was soon my turn. My classmates shamelessly brought out their smart phones, 
levelling them at my face. No matter how this went it was going to be the hot topic at lunch. I dried my 
sweating palm on my skirt and breathed out slowly, flattening out my cue-cards from the tight cylinder I had 
subconsciously rolled them into. This was it.

The first time I opened my mouth my throat closed up around the words and I just stood there gaping like a 
goldfish. Snickers rippled round the room, and one particularly belittling boy whooped. I cleared my throat 
and tried again. “Hi,” My voice sounded foreign after months without use, but it was loud, clear and most of 
all, confident. Smiling smugly at the amazed faces I looked directly at the closest camera and continued. 
“I’m Ailsa Millar and my solo talk is on Selective Mutism.”



*Please Delete as Appropriate
Is it too much to want to be comfortable? Not even happy. Just comfortable. But comfortable is not 
a word that she is well acquainted with; comfort is not something she has experienced in a long 
time.

She feels the too-familiar wave of nausea wash over her again as she looks over the form. She 
contorts herself into a ball, pressing her face to her knees so hard that it hurts, making herself as 
small as she can. Everything was infinitely easier when she was little, when she curled up just as she 
did now and could feel herself being embraced by the safety of her own room. If she does it now, if 
she closes her eyes tight enough and curls up small enough, she can almost believe that she's back 
there. Just for a moment.

She's ashamed. Normal people wouldn't have trouble filling it in. But it's so hard. The painful stab 
of a memory accompanies even the simplest of questions.

Please list all qualifications and/or degrees you have acquired throughout your academic 
career.

Education. Also known as being told to go and play football with the boys, leaving behind 
Mummies and Daddies and the doll's house. Sitting out on Boys Catch Girls, not allowed to side 
with the girls and not wanting to side with the boys. A hand gripping the back of her neck, nails 
puncturing the skin and forcing her into the girls’ cubicle. Dirty water flooding into her mouth, 
nose, eyes, ears. Again. Breathe. Again. Can't breathe. Again.

She can't take it anymore. She shouldn't have to stifle who she is but it has come to the point that it's 
easier to feel constantly miserable and misunderstood than have slander spat at her every day. 

She feels like an imposter in this foreign body.  She knows that this was not supposed to happen. 
She knows that she is the abnormal one. She doesn't need to be reminded.

With a shaky inhalation she unfolds herself, picks up the pen and writes whatever is easiest. The 
next few questions that she answers are all right. Ethnicity, Telephone Number, Date of Birth. All 
things to which you immediately know the answer. Then again, she supposes, you're expected to 
know this straight away too. She will have to answer the dreaded question soon – it’s inevitable. 
They have already decided that the form – and she herself – will be incomplete without a definite 
answer. Years of suffering all cramming into either one box or another.

Please describe your relationship with others. Do you enjoy working as part of a team? Are 
you sociable?

She is a monster amongst men. People point and stare. She is dangerous to them. She is carrying a 
disease that they do not want to catch. She is tip-toed around at the same time as seeming to be the 
main attraction. She wouldn't be surprised if people got their cameras out. She wouldn't be surprised 
if people got their guns out.

She is a fish out of water. 
She is struggling to breathe.

'You're confused, of course you're a boy, you're just confused, people like that don't actually exist, 
it's all a myth, you're confused, don't be silly, stop telling lies, this isn't the time for pretending, 
you're confused, find some friends then maybe you'll realise that you're just confused, so are you 



gay then?, it's all an act, you're confused, you just want the attention, you're confused, you're 
confused, you're confused...'.

She's not 'confused', she is confused.

The pen now seems to glide across the page with no effort on her part. She is detached, filling in the 
answers that she knows are anticipated, expected of her. She is preparing herself for what she will 
have to go back to.

Describe yourself to us in no more than 300 words.

She's not a cross-dresser. She's not into 'drag'. She's not dressing up as a girl, she's just tired of 
dressing up as a boy. The same adjectives fit her as they fit everyone else.

She doesn't want to be 'she' and 'her'. She is 'she' and 'her'. She wants people to know. Wants people 
to understand. Why don't they understand?

She knows that girls are often over-sexualised and objectified. People overlook that it isn't only that 
she wants this – she needs this. She is this. She doesn't care to be on the receiving end of cat-calls or 
wolf-whistles, she's not trying to take the easy route. She knows that this will not be easy – for her it 
never has been easy. It has taken her long enough to be honest with herself, it’s time to be honest 
with everyone else, no matter what the think. No matter what they say.

She sees girls clad in boys’ attire everywhere she goes. It's something that she can't take part in, the 
exhibition of self-expression. Oversized plaid shirts, baggy jeans tastefully torn at the knees, their 
boyfriend’s jacket... and she envies them. Not the clothes, she has just enough of them for no one to 
notice her wearing cycle of appropriate apparel. She envies their freedom. Why does no one 
question them the way they do her? Why aren't they queer? Or freaks?

Please list all of your previous residential addresses for the past five years.

Home. A place where you are met with gentle words and caring hands; a place that she was 
assaulted with loud voices and harsh blows. A place where you can be yourself; a place where she 
was forced to hide away. A place where you are supposed to find unconditional love; a place where 
she lost it.

She must not have read the small print of a mother’s love. 

Any further questions?

What does acceptance feel like?
That's it. She turns the page only to find she has reached the end of the form and, as a tear streaks 
down her cheek and drops to her skirt, she realises there can be no more hiding. She clumsily flicks 
back to the beginning and with a jolt of shock, she knows that she isn't scared anymore. 

She does not want to be exploited, she wants no attention. All she wants, more than anything else, is 
for people to not even notice her, to be seen the same way as everyone else. To blend in.

She looks down, ready to complete the form – to complete herself. She's finally ready to put pen to 
paper. Because she hasn't changed. 

She's just stopped pretending.

Gender.*



The Wedding Ring
As the hot iron tongs clasped around me and released me from my fiery enclosure, I began to feel 
unfulfilled. Once I was freed from the burning rods I felt myself tumble through icy air and land, 
with a clink, on the jeweller’s bench. With each second my body cooled rapidly; as the intense heat 
escaped into the surrounding air I started to understand my empty feeling. This hollowness inside of 
me was a numbness of longing. I needed something to make me feel complete. More than that – I 
needed to make something feel complete. And that something, I discovered two years later, was in 
fact a someone; a man named David. 

The velvet cushion, on which I sat in the front window of a jewellery store, had been my home for 
just over a year. I enjoyed sitting there day after day. I loved to watch the passers-by:  fantasising 
girls, impassive men, excitable fiancées rushing towards me and pressing their flushed, eager faces 
against the sheet of polished glass that separated us. I thrived off the happiness in their eyes and 
longed for one of them to pick me. I wasn’t as extravagant as the others around me however.  I was 
plain and simple; an understated silver band. 

With every day that passed my vacant feeling grew; without a person I was like someone without a 
heart – lifeless. I began to fear that I would never be chosen, that my purpose would never be 
fulfilled – until I met David. It was his bride-to-be, Elaine, who spotted me. Her long elegant fingers 
rested gently on the window pane as if she was trying to reach through the glass, trying to touch me. 
Her shrewd eyes burned in to me with a deep excitement. David appeared behind Elaine and as his 
large hand reached up to where Elaine’s delicate one was situated, she turned her face towards his. 
Their eyes met and they held each other’s gaze. Both adopted the same fond smile and in that 
moment I was aware of an entirely new sensation. It ran over me, ran through me; warm and 
welcoming. My emptiness was beginning to fade.  

The pair lingered in front of me for a moment, wrapped in deep discussion, before entering the 
shop. Some minutes later I was plucked from my cushion by one of the shop’s employees. I was 
taken to the counter and placed down on the smooth marble surface. David’s arm left Elaine’s waist 
and moved tentatively downwards, his left hand extended and his fingers closed gently around me. 
My entire body tingled. For a moment I lay, perplexed, on the palm of his hand. His skin was warm. 

“Perfect.” he announced. 

And with that I was bought; packed securely away in a dark box.

The lack of window rendered me suffocated. I was trapped; claustrophobia and elements of 
desertion crept in. I remained in my black prison for what seemed an eternity. I needed to be set 
free. I needed David.

Finally the big day arrived. Through the velvet lined walls of my case I heard music and the awe of 
the congregation as the bride walked down the aisle. Then suddenly, I saw light. My lid was being 
opened and Elaine was looking down at me from behind her ivory veil. Her honeyed eyes were 
glazed with tears as she reached down and unbound me from my soft lockup. As I moved through 
the air I absorbed the merriment of the people around me. Then there he was, David, smiling and 
looking dotingly into Elaine’s wet eyes. She smiled, took a hold of his hand and began sliding me 
down his finger. As I came into contact with his skin, I started to fill with the same sensation as I 
had experienced several weeks prior. Once I was firmly secured on his finger, I became complete. I 
felt whole and I sensed David did too. I finally knew my purpose; I was to be joined with David 
forever; a symbol of love and unity.



Elaine and David were so happy and gratified with each other that I felt truly blessed to be the one 
to signify this affection. Shortly after the couple returned from a holiday celebrating their third 
wedding anniversary however, I began to sense bareness. This time it wasn’t me who felt 
incomplete; marriage was all I needed to be whole, but David. He was growing increasingly restless 
and this angst made him irate with Elaine. The pair began arguing horribly. The first quarrel 
occurred after the couple had babysat their new niece. I couldn’t understand the issue behind these 
feuds; the cause was never directly addressed; only that Elaine felt terribly guilty about something. I 
noticed my body becoming worn. My metallic finish was beginning to tarnish. There was a void in 
the relationship and it was growing deeper.

David’s job was extremely demanding. He worked long hours and dealt with difficult people. In an 
attempt to stifle any arguments, David immersed himself in work. Elaine sensed how stressed David 
was becoming and suggested – to ease the burden – that he hire an assistant. David agreed that this 
could benefit him and set about interviewing possible contenders.  Waves of eligible candidates 
flooded through David’s office doors. Many were highly educated, others had glowing references 
but none caught his attention. Not until Becky. She wasn’t the strongest applicant but she was by far 
the most attractive. 

David hired Becky and the pair grew close quickly. Office meetings turned in to lunch dates, which 
escalated in to weekend trips away. I didn’t trust Becky; I knew something was happening that 
David was betraying Elaine. I could feel it deep within me, cold and sinful. Elaine was oblivious to 
all the signs, she believed David when he told her that his relationship with Becky was purely 
professional. 

I resented Becky. I wanted to hate David too but I couldn’t. His unfaithful intentions had been 
apparent from the beginning but I had to believe that somehow he would find his way back to 
Elaine. I had been caught up in a reckless affair that went against the very thing which I embodied. I 
was the tangible evidence of Elaine’s broken trust. 

Every other night I would play a part in this adultery. David would run me over Becky’s bare skin 
and I would fill with shame. I felt repulsed. I longed to feel Elaine’s skin next to mine; she was who 
I loved; who David loved. 

This haunting affair continued for months. Elaine remained clueless, David ever more devious and 
me, the dishonest perpetrator. The pure love that I had once signified was now a stained lie. With 
each passing day I felt a strain; I was breaking, losing my purpose. Black marks had spread all over 
my silver form, my shiny finish gone. The dreaded empty feeling was returning.

One night while David and Becky were participating in their sordid affair, I heard Becky ask David 
why he never took me off. Why, if he loved her so much did he keep me on his finger? David said 
nothing, then, after a moment of silence, reached down and began prising me off. His movements 
were rough and I became paralysed with fear. David was a part of me, without him I would be 
forever bare. As I passed his knuckle, I felt the unwanted emptiness creep inside me. Then it 
happened; I was ripped from his familiar warmth and dragged through the air. As I was placed on 
the dresser, I felt the darkness conceal me, the life sucked out of me. I was cold. 

The love had cracked. The bond was broken. I was now no more than a tarnished ring of worthless 
silver. 



Storming to Success
“Okay boy, this is it.” Madison was shaking with a mix of nerves and excitement. Beneath 
her, her horse Storm felt like pure gold. His sleek, dapple-grey coat shone like silver in the 
morning sun and he had virtually floated to the start gate of the cross-country course. In the 
distance she could hear the commentator announcing her but she shut out all  the noise, 
concentrating on her breathing and keeping herself calm. 

Storm stood snoozing in the sun, seemingly oblivious to the enormity of the occasion. She 
was determined to do him and herself justice and gave him a quick nudge with her leg, 
concerned that if he stood for too long, he would cool down and later pull a muscle.  They 
had a couple of minutes before they tackled the  course of their lives. 

Madison let the rhythm of Storm’s gentle walk calm her and concentrated on breathing in 
time to it. “In and out, and in and out.” Her elevated heart rate slowed until an official came 
over to bring her back to the start gate. “Oh my days Storm, this is it.” Adrenaline flooded 
through her veins; her legs began to tremble. Hearing her voice, Storm inclined his head, 
looking up at her with big brown eyes, every inch the dream horse. 

She listened for the start bleep. Inside the gate, Storm was becoming unsettled; never one to 
like  enclosed  spaces  for  long.  The  strength  and  sheer  muscle  of  him buzzed  with  life 
beneath her - he was itching to get moving. “Three. Two. One,” the reassuring voice of the 
starter settled her tingling nerves but did nothing to suppress the somersaulting gymnasts in 
her stomach. “Okay when you’re ready, ride safe.” The starting bleep rang out in her ears.  
Madison urged Storm on. 

He barely needed it. Just the release of pressure on the reins was enough to set him off 
galloping. At breakneck speed. “Easy boy, we’ve a long way to go.” Madison gently reined 
him in, making sure to compose him before the first jump. Her heart pounded against her 
ribs, thumping like Storm’s hooves on the ground beneath them. Her nerves tingled but she 
willed herself to focus on what was coming next and visualise the course. Theoretically, this 
was the ‘easy’ part of the course: the jumps were still monstrous, but the ground was easy-
going.  

On either side of the track, crowds cheered them on, and Storm relished the attention. His 
ears were pricked and his tail was streaming out behind him, like smoke from the Orient 
Express.  The sun’s rays danced among the trees and the cool breeze rustled the leaves. 
Nearing the first jump, a huge roll top, Madison slowed him, making sure they had the 
perfect line. When she and her coach had walked the course the day before they had decided 
to take the longer route, opting for safety rather than speed at this early stage. They didn’t 
want to damage Storm’s confidence early in the course. Now only strides away, Madison 
urged him on again, ensuring that they had sufficient speed to clear the huge one metre 
twenty jump. Storm needed no encouragement; he loved to jump and popped the fence with 
little effort. 



“One down, 29 to go,” Madison murmured to Storm, who was steaming along the track. His 
hooves thudded along the ground whilst their shadow flew along beside them. 

The  nerves  and  anxiety  subsided  with  every  stride.  Despite  the  pressure,  Madison  was 
enjoying herself and broke out into a grin. Flying over fence after fence, Storm didn’t put a 
foot wrong. Cheers came from the crowds around them but she focused on the riding and 
the  next  fence.  “Good lad,  Storm.  That’s  my boy!”  Madison encouraged him onwards, 
towards the lake combination- the five trickiest fences of the entire course. As a general rule 
Madison hated water fences. The prospect of getting wet had never appealed to her, making 
this the part of the course she dreaded most.

“That’s it boy, we’ll just take this one nice an’ slow,” Madison told Storm. However Storm, 
was in his stride now, and she struggled to slow him down. She knew it was pointless trying 
to directly fight with him. He weighed over 600kg and she a mere 60kg. Instead, she took 
her time and eventually slowed him to a steady canter.  The first of the lake jumps was 
getting ever closer- a drop fence into the water. The ground here was already starting to get 
slippery, so Madison was thankful that she was riding early on in the competition.

Much to Madison’s relief, they made it through the water fences with no trouble and popped 
the next six fences with ease. “Not much further to go now, buddy.” She saw the last fence 
just at the top of the hill, a huge hedge surrounded by an enormous ring of flowers- it’s 
bright colours perfectly designed to test the horses. Only the bravest horses would willingly 
jump under.  Luckily, Storm was as sure-footed as they come and unafraid of the bright 
colours. 

As it approached, she had a quick time check. 11:03 minutes. Twenty seven seconds under 
the optimum time. Perfect. She collected Storm for the final jump and they cleared it with 
room to spare. But when he landed his right foreleg buckled and he almost fell. 

Madison was thrown up onto his neck. Quickly, he regained his footing but she was still 
around his neck. As he galloped onwards she felt herself slipping to the side. She glanced 
down. The ground was a blur beneath her. His legs were worryingly close to her head. But, 
sensing she was in trouble, he slowed, something only he would do, giving her the time to 
thrust herself back into the saddle and gallop on towards the finish line. 

As she crossed the finish line she glanced up to the clock. 11:29. Liquid joy flooded through 
her veins. Together they’d done it. 



A Walk in the Park 
Kate’s story

My eyes were unblinking, transfixed by the main stage. Everything around me was a blur of comfortable 
discomfort as The 1975 performed. As I pranced about - hands pointed to the sky, deprived of any concerns – 
a blow from an elbow caught me unawares. Reluctantly, I took my gaze from the stage.

"Hey, that hurt.”

I turned around, laughing. But I saw a stranger. My eyes widened as the unfamiliar face looked back at me in 
both  confusion and amusement  at  the  distress  in  my gaze.  My shock soon turned into  panic,  my eyes 
hectically  scrutinising  the  rabble  for  Olivia.  All  I  could  see  was  the  bulk  of  clammy chests  and  wide 
intoxicated eyes gazing at the towering stage. All I could smell was the sweet sting of sweat. All I could hear 
was the deafening thud of the drums and a muffled voice singing behind the shrill screaming of the crowd. 
Who knows how long she was gone for before I noticed? 

"E..E..Emily," I roared above the beat of the bass as I continued to scour the crowd.
"Yeah, what is it?" she yelled in return.
"Where’s Olivia?"
"Wait, what?" 

She came to a sudden halt. Mud plastered my legs, my clothes were sodden with rainwater and I hadn't sat 
down in what felt like two days. I felt weak, as we made our way through the jam-packed, intoxicated and 
disorderly masses. Ear-splitting music filled the air for miles and the rain continued showering us even as the 
sun beat down. We weaved through the rabble, our aim to get as far away from the racket as possible. A 
sense of relief hit me as we reached the edge of the crowd, but reality soon hit me. 

I  quickly  tapped in  the  number  -  I  heard  a  vibration  from Emily’s  bag.  It  was  only  then that  Emily’s 
remarkable sense of calm struck me, and the distressing look of guilt.

William's story

Longingly watching the crowd from a distance, I tried to remind myself that this was a free festival, even if I 
was alone, flipping burgers and as far away from a drink as I was from the comfort of being with my friends. 
As I served the drunk, excited teenagers, I found it hard to believe that I was once one of them. They were all 
the same: giddy with adrenaline, covered in neon paint, and of course, soaked through. 

But she was different. 

I  remembered her because she was alone. She wasn't  even buying food, just  hovering near.  She looked 
anxious,  violently  biting  her  nails  with  one  hand  and  frantically  twirling  her  long  hair  with  the  other, 
trembling hand.  There was something wrong. I imagined that was how a pitiful animal would appear before 
the  slash of a butcher’s knife. A t-shirt covered her top half, meeting shorts at her waist. Her legs were 
covered in paint, her hair was a mess and the boots on her legs were masked in mud. It was clear she had 
been having a good time before it happened. Whatever it was. My gaze was interrupted as blistering oil leapt 
onto my arm in little drops. 

The  current  customer  looked  up  at  me  in  disgust  as  I  passed  over  the  slightly  over-cooked  burger.  I 
remembered  him because  he,  too,  was  alone.  He  was  also  older  than  the  most,  maybe  40.  Instead  of 
hovering, he bought food. Unlike her, he was composed and calm. Too calm. He moved steadily and had a 
constant,  content smirk on his thin face, as if he was keeping a secret;  one eerily pleasing for him, yet 
destructive for others. Like a butcher. His gaze made me uneasy. He sniggered and slipped over a £20 note, 
not waiting for his £18 change before he sauntered away. The girl had been staring at him. Her wide eyes 



only got wider, looking up at him as he casually slid past, undisturbed. He carried on heading away from the 
crowds; she waited before taking a step and frantically stumbling behind him.  I knew something was wrong. 
I should have gone. I should have followed them.

Emily’s Story

"Where’s Olivia?" 

Guilt. It came over me faster than the pouring rain. I anxiously looked back at Kate’s shocked eyes. Shock: it 
was the last thing I was feeling. 

"We've got to phone her.” Before I could argue, Kate seized my arm and began weaving her way through the 
mass. I reluctantly followed. I was desperately thinking of how I was going to get myself out of this situation 
- I couldn't let her phone Olivia. My troubled thoughts were interrupted by the sudden feeling of freedom. 
We were out of the crowd. Frantically searching, praying her familiar, yet malicious eyes would meet mine, I 
could see that Kate was not going to calm down until she’d found Olivia. I looked at Kate. I could see the 
realisation come over her - her naÏve, bewildered little self - as she examined my relaxation and lack of 
concern. She had always preferred Olivia. Never opened her eyes to the manipulative, spiteful person Olivia 
was beneath the act. I felt my frustration escalate until I took my furious glare off the mud and back to Kate's 
face.  Such innocence and fear,  fury left  my body and slowly my hands unclenched.  I  couldn't  tell  her; 
besides, the likelihood of her believing that her ‘beloved’ best friend had left us to meet Kate's boyfriend was 
less than likely. As much as I despised Olivia, I couldn't bear to ruin the only happiness in Kate's life. What's 
more, I was far from innocent: I had kept this unforgivable secret.

"What's wrong? Do you know something?" she questioned. 
"No no no," I hurriedly replied, trying to appear convincing. 
"What are we going to do?” The hatred grew inside me - if Olivia could see this, she wouldn't even care. 
"We'll find her. I promise." However, my confidence faded as out of the corner of my eye I recognised the 
boy waiting by the posters. Where they had planned to meet, twenty minutes ago?
"I promise," I repeated.

Detective Morgan’s Story

Scorching coffee sloshed onto my arm and proceeded to burn its way down my shirt. Waving my blistering 
arm in a hopeless frenzy caused the folder under my elbow to scatter along the hallway. Everyone around me 
let out an exasperated sigh and failed to help me as I crawled around the floor, struggling to scrape all the 
paper together. I heard a few sniggers behind me as I eventually staggered into my office, papers held tightly 
in my arms.  Collapsing onto my chair,  I  lay the papers  in front  of  me,  putting them into order  until  I 
discovered page 1.

"Name: Olivia Wood
Gender: Female
DOB: 12/03/98
COD: Blow to the head - murder”

My heart sank. She was sixteen, a child. It never got easier. I felt sick every time I opened a folder. Leaning 
back on the soft back of the chair, I closed my eyes tightly and prepared myself for the torture ahead. After 
hours of reading, analysing and distress I wrote down what I knew: Girl,  sixteen, blow to head, on the 
outskirts of T in The Park. Two witnesses claim they lost her in the crowd; one claims he saw her with a 
suspicious looking man outside the burger bar. One of the friends she was with has reason to believe her 
other friend was involved.  Others claimed to see a girl  matching her description with the boy,  William 
Grieshaber,  who worked in the burger van. According to witnesses,  they were simply chatting when he 
locked the van before leaving with her. I wrote it all up on the white board and sat down. Where was I going 
to start?



Realism
The pungent smell of fish and scalded fat from the fryers lingered in the clammy pathetic excuse of 
a restaurant. The cheap air conditioning did nothing to help; it would only hum irritatingly in the 
background of conversation, just loud enough to constantly get on the nerves of the customers. The 
setting was its selling point: perched on the seafront, the restaurant was master of all it surveyed. 
Through  blustery,  wild  winters  and  oppressive,  scorching  summers,  it  welcomed  visitors  who 
preferred the more rustic style of dining. 

As greasy meat juice began to roll down the chin and catch in the rough unkempt stubble of the man 
slumped over his plate across the table from Charlotte, she began to feel almost repulsed. She tried 
not to look as he surreptitiously endeavoured to wipe the grease away with his rather podgy fingers. 
Why her? How on earth could anyone think they would get on? This man was clearly an imbecile in 
comparison to her. Within the first few minutes she had spent with him she had known exactly how 
the evening would pan out: they would order, he would eat, she would pick at her food and they 
would part. She could spot in his round rosy face the exact moment he realised that there was no 
hope for the date

Jim’s puppy dog eyes lit up with pleasure and anticipation when the burger had first arrived at the 
table. He glanced at her hesitantly before diving in - he realised that there was no hope for the date 
and  decided  he  may  as  well  enjoy  his  meal  anyway.  This  was  definitely  going  nowhere. 
Embarrassed, he hoped she hadn’t spotted his furtive attempt to wipe away the juice from the burger 
as it dribbled down his chin. With anyone else, he would have laughed. They would have laughed. 
He didn’t think there was much laughter in her. 

Charlotte didn’t think she could bear it  much longer. She watched in fascination as his chubby 
cheeks filled with food as though he were saving it for a future meal. What made him think that this 
place was ideal for a first date? The clamour of kids and the clatter of crockery simply irritated her. 
This whole predicament – because that’s how she saw it – made her feel tetchy and that made her 
feel unreasonable. But that’s how most people regarded her anyway. 
Glaring  down  at  the  overly  packed  plate  that  had  not  long  been  placed  in  front  of  him,  he 
immediately  regretted  his  decision.  He  peered  across  at  the  almost  too  petite  woman  perched 
awkwardly in her seat across from him as she began to pick at the patronizing bowl of leaves she 
had arrogantly requested. They had no chance. Feeling utterly hopeless, Jim began to dig into his 
meal despite feeling also slightly insecure. He noticed her face screw up with disgust at every bite 
he took of  the burger leading him to feel  more and more self  conscious.  Insecure.  Disgusting. 
Between mouthfuls, thinking he was on safe ground, he asked her about work and their mutual 
colleagues – the ones who thought this was a good idea. 

Charlotte didn’t want to speak about work. She hated her job. Telling herself it would only be for a 
short period of time, she’d taken the admin job until she found something that would make the most 
of her degree.  There had been nothing. Frustration lurked at  the bottom of her stomach as she 
opened the door to the offices every morning and crept through her veins and into her heart as the 
day wore on. She couldn’t tell that to anyone – least of all the man, the stranger, sitting in front of 
her. 

Jim studied the gaunt, sharply carved face of his date. Tall cheekbones pointed out from either side, 
her fine tightly placed lips were supported by a constantly clenched jaw and a very determined chin 
that pushed out from beneath. Her thinly plucked eyebrows were shaped perfectly to create bold 
arches that carefully caress her deep set piercing green eyes which glared vacantly in the dingy 
yellow lighting of the room. In this moment, he recalled his friend’s words of encouragement and 



support, ‘She’s lovely, I’m pretty sure you are a perfect match’. The word ‘lovely’ rolled around his 
head making him hiccup out a laugh. It all seemed too absurd now to even attempt being anything 
more  than  scum  to  her  in  that  moment.  The  way  her  piercing  eyes  sliced  at  him  with  each 
condescending look was beginning to take its toll. She sat rigidly on the edge of her seat, prepared 
to shuffle away at any possible chance in her ridiculously high heels, most likely to flatten him on 
the way out.

Charlotte looked up from her plate as he hiccupped.  Could this get any worse? If he burped, she 
would have to leave. 

Despite his best intentions, Jim was beginning to despise this woman; a woman, if he were honest, 
who had done him no harm whatsoever  apart  from burden him with  her  presence.  She was  a 
walking reminder of how he was not good enough to deserve someone of her standard. This whole 
evening was doing nothing but erode away any confidence he had left. This was a shockingly bad 
match. What good could have possibly come from this set up other than to utterly humiliate him? 
As the evening droned on Jim discovered he still knew very little of the woman across from me; she 
had failed to mention anything even faintly interesting about herself that was worthwhile knowing, 
and didn’t care to ask much about him. This was expected of course as she rarely even opened her 
mouth at all, but it made Jim feel even more disappointed towards the end of his ‘date’. Obviously 
not because it was tumbling towards an end, but because of how dissatisfied and unpleasant she 
seemed - it was as though she had nothing worthwhile in her life to be vaguely enthusiastic for. She 
was the most depressing and patronising company Jim had ever encountered. 

Charlotte couldn’t help but wonder what the clearly awkward chubby man thought of her at that 
very moment.  Not  that  she cared.  He had explained in  great  detail  almost  every aspect  of  his 
meaningless life, but he didn’t seem bothered by her lack of interest or attention. She may have 
been slightly cruel but she just couldn’t find the energy to attempt being polite enough to listen. 
There was no point: this ‘date’ wasn’t going anywhere. If only he would stop talking for a minute 
then she could excuse herself. Discontentment twisted her face and she drew her lips together in an 
attempt to stifle a yawn. She pictured herself from his perspective: cold and arrogant, refusing to 
engage in any conversation in spite of his effort and generosity in complementing her or taking an 
interest in her plain and callous personality. This left her with the stark realisation that she had 
become the bitter woman she once had called her mother. This sickening awareness made her feel 
hollow and ashamed. As their trivial conversation ran dry she began to feel incredibly sympathetic 
for this man: the slight shine that coated the tips of his scruffy hair implied he had made an effort 
with his appearance, and the overly musky cologne proved he had intended to impress. It was just a 
shame he wasn’t meeting someone more fitted to his standards. 

Jim stopped mid sentence. He was sure she had almost yawned. 

They both rose at that moment – enough was enough. An awkward kiss on the cheek marked the 
end of a displeasing evening for both and that was that, another first date over with no hope for a 
second. And they knew perfectly well why. 



Ammar 
"Bravo, Ammar! Such talent, such dedication. Your family would have been so proud!" The small 
boy smiled in acknowledgement as his violin teacher prepared to bid him farewell. Carefully he 
replaced Mr Zahir's violin in its leather case, his mind turning to his soon-to-be debut performance 
at the Grand Concert Hall. The violin gleamed momentarily, reflecting a shaft of fading sunlight 
which had just entered the dark study where Ammar came every Sunday afternoon to practise with 
Mr Zahir who, it was said, had once played with the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. 

A distant rumble caused Ammar to look up, his eyes surveying the sky through the narrow window. 
A troubled look came over him as made his way towards the door. 

"You can stay here a little longer if you like, Ammar" said Mr Zahir, but the boy shook his head and 
made his way to the door. 

"Thank you, Mr Zahir. See you next Sunday." 

Outside, he could see people moving hurriedly along the street and outside a shop a group of men 
were pointing upwards at the sky and talking agitatedly. 
As Ammar turned the corner a deafening blast resounded in his ears, causing him to recoil with 
faltering steps. In an instant he found himself sprawled on the ground, the force of the explosion 
having knocked him off his feet. As he lay there staring upwards into thick clouds of yellow dust he 
could hear screams and frantic shouting and the retreating noise of an aeroplane engine. 
Instinctively, he scrambled to his feet and squinted his eyes in an attempt to peer through the clouds 
of dust that enveloped him. 

Tentatively, he felt his way along the pock-marked stone wall bordering the street which led to the 
square and the orphanage which had been Ammar's home for a little less than a year. The ominous 
smell of acrid smoke began to invade his nostrils and mouth, forcing him to bury his face in his 
shemagh, as he edged his way ever closer towards the street corner. 

Several gusts of wind dispersed some of the clouds in front of him and, as they cleared, Ammar 
struggled to make sense of the scene which lay before him. An icy chill rushed through him as his 
eyes fell upon the piles of lifeless corpses. Close by, he saw the arm of a woman whose charred skin 
was now shrivelled, revealing a gash through which bare bone was visible. Ammar was 
overwhelmed with shock. In the streets, he looked on as others stumbled around him, searching for 
loved ones who no longer existed. Endless destruction. Fragments of glass, china, wood, unmatched 
footwear, remnants of furniture - pieces of people's lives scattered everywhere. Splashes of colour, 
painting a contrast to the grey rubble. 

He gazed at a bomb crater on the corner where previously a grocery store had stood - the building 
now gaping over the street like a toothless mouth. A profound mood of darkness took hold of him, 
reflecting the colour of the thick clouds above; he was engulfed by a feeling of being trapped with 
nowhere to go and nobody to speak to and despite this he was powerless to halt the sudden flow of 
memories of those dear to him whom he had recently lost. 

Ammar had been the eldest of four children. His parents and siblings had all perished during the 
first unannounced and unprovoked attacks - another innocent target, another town destroyed. And 
for what? Ammar could not comprehend their incessant need to kill, to wield their murderous axe, 
to ruin his country and his people. He would never identify with their cause. 



Born into a family of carpenters, Ammar's father had taken pride in teaching his son the art of 
furniture-making in the hope that his son could carry on the family business. But Ammar had 
preferred making music and delighted in entertaining his sisters and younger brother with the latest 
tune he had learned on his violin. The violin had been a gift from his grandmother, who had been a 
student at the Conservatory in Kabul but who had had to abandon her studies at the time of the 
Russian invasion. With his grandmother as his tutor, Ammar had made quick progress and on a 
daily basis brought joy to the household through his insightful renditions of melodies from his 
grandmother's repertoire. 

Ammar would play the violin for hours, at times on his own, lost in a musical world, a world of 
fantasy that represented a means of escape from the increasingly frightening world in which he 
lived. When he was not kite-running with his best friend Amir, the violin was his means of escape 
from brutal reality. But now, with no family and no violin, how could he find the courage to 
struggle on? 

In an instant he felt a beat of fear as the first sound of gunfire echoed in the distance. Ammar was 
running. Running for his life. Jumping over dead bodies and shards of glass which lay everywhere. 
They were coming for him, coming for the survivors ... was this now the end? Running, jumping 
and shouting over every hurdle that stood in his way, desperately trying to find somewhere to hide 
while, beneath his feet, strewn debris sent him sprawling to the floor. Each time he fell, he got back 
up and began running - faster than before - leaving a trail of blood from his feet as he ran. He 
vacillated between sheltering in a collapsed building, or burying himself in a pile of rubble. He 
barely had time to think about this when instinctively feeling the threat of a gun on his back, he 
dived into the remains of a collapsed wooden building, affording him temporary relief from the 
ongoing attack. 

Other people were now their targets. For now he felt safe. 

Gazing forlornly at the dusty grey ground, he heard bangs and clatters sounding in the distance 
while cries of anguish echoed around him - his heart sank into a sea of despair. Drowning in his 
own sadness, he felt lost and bewildered, and the truth, hard and dark as a bitter seed, was that there 
no one there to ease his struggle. 

Regaining his composure, Ammar began slowly to retrace his steps. Along the desolate path, there 
was little to see bar the sight of a few lonely, stooped silhouettes walking ahead of him. He had no 
idea how much time had passed since he had left Mr Zahir's house, nor any memory of how long it 
had taken him to reach the square or to have reached this place which, although devastated by 
mortar fire and bombs, looked strangely familiar. As his eyes fell on a collapsed wooden shop sign, 
Ammar suddenly realised that he was back at the remnants of his family home, razed to the ground 
on the morning that he had been sent to the market to buy flour for his mother. Ammar's eyes welled 
up and, without any warning, he began sobbing uncontrollably, his body convulsing with each loud 
cry that sprung from his anguished insides. Then, gradually, Ammar stopped and wiped his eyes; 
there, just yards in front of him, sitting lonely at the entrance of his almost non-existent house, was 
the familiar shape of an old brown suitcase. Ammar made his way towards it: the handle was rusty 
and the lock was stiff but, picking up a sharp piece of stone, he proceeded to force it open. 

As the case sprung open, Ammar stared in amazement. For several moments he seemed not to be 
able to comprehend. "Was this fate?" he thought to himself. His eyes widened and his lips froze 
together. He could not move. A million emotions were all spinning and dancing through his mind as 
this one, wooden object sat gracefully staring back at him. It was his grandmother's violin. 



A Life Lost in Consequences
The sour, acrid scent of tobacco rent the air as I opened the door to Room 22. At least it masked the 
pungent smell of piss and Lavender polish that floated around the landing, catching my breath as I 
began another shift. The Home had a ‘strictly no-smoking’ policy in its rooms and ninety-nine per 
cent of the elderly residents courteously adhered to the regulations which were policed meticulously 
by the senior nursing Mafioso – at any rate, that’s how I saw them. 

Except for the occupant of Room 22. Mr. ‘one per cent’.

He belligerently disregarded every rule the Home tried to enforce with a strength of character that 
belied his shrunken, stooped frame. A body lost in age. I shook my head and frowned gravely in the 
direction of the chair in which he rested. The chair was the only piece of furniture he’d brought 
from his home of sixty years. It was a man’s chair: its wings secured him safely in its folds like a 
father’s protective arms around his child. I could barely see the pattern that once would have been 
vibrant and striking; much like its owner. It had lost the smoothness of the new and was full of 
bumps and lumps that looked as if creatures had died below its surface and used it as their final 
resting place. It sat comfortably with the sundry selection of sixties furniture that had also seen 
better days: an outdated gramophone alongside which lay an eclectic collection of records from 
Benny Goodman to Elvis; a sideboard with thin, spindly legs and dark knobs for handles that were 
difficult to grasp. 

The ‘tickler’, as he called it, rested loosely on his bottom lip. It never ceased to amaze me that the 
fag stuck there, waiting to be lit, waiting to have its insides dragged into the blackened lungs of the 
man whose arthritic, misshapen fingers had, with consummate patience, rolled it. His fingers and 
hardened nails were yellowed from years of smoking and the permanency of the fag on his lip had 
created a similar yellow stain on his upper lip. It completed the sallow, jaundiced look of his 
whiskery face. He needed a shave. He needed a bath. He needed to be loved. 

“Morning Iain, how are you. How was your weekend?” I held my hand out, expectantly, for the 
cigarette. 

“It’s like a sodding madhouse, this place. Those bleeding nurses have moved my hearing aid again, 
Margaret.” He chose to ignore my hand so I fumbled about in his bedside cabinet.

“Oh Iain, I’m sure they haven’t they haven’t. Look, it’s still in the same drawer as always.”

He pulled the usual face of denial, as if to say I was somehow just lucky to find it. While he seemed 
able to recall every moment from years ago, he was forgetting so much these days. Sadly, nature 
can be the bringer of joy and life, but also the snatcher of youth: Iain, I knew, was converging on the 
grand age of ninety like the titanic steaming towards an iceberg. He was one of those people who 
you could tell looked under the weather but was too stubborn to say anything. Recently, he’s forged 
a special bond with me, but I don’t know where he got Margaret from. My name definitely isn’t 
Margaret. 



He turned his baleful gaze away from me, his eyes watery and clouded with age, and continued to 
stare out of his window. My eyes followed his and appreciated the vista that lay beyond murky 
glass. The entire town – the houses, the pubs, the church – seemed to branch out from the Home 
towards the promenade and the sea. Or so it seemed. My face jostled for prime position to catch the 
sight of families and youngsters heading towards the beach, their whoops of happiness carried away 
on the balmy breeze and into the horizon beyond. 

“I was at the beach yesterday,” he said unexpectedly “with a ‘friend’.” He’d emphasised the word 
‘friend’ in such a way as to invite conversation. To goad me into asking more. I couldn’t fail him. 

“Really?” Who would that be then?” 

I waited, but no answer came. In my time working here, I had never seen any sign of a friend, or 
family. He often told me stories about his daughter, whom he raised alone after the death of his wife 
in childbirth, but she had definitely never visited. Not that I was aware of anyway. 

“I had a dalliance...” Iain’s voice trailed away and he turned to look at me. 

“A dalliance? Yesterday?” 

I hadn’t a clue what he meant. He wasn’t settling today – that was obvious from the way his eyes 
darted from me and then back to the window.

He raised his hand slowly from the worn arm of his chair and grasped my hand. He obviously 
wanted to talk today which meant I wouldn’t get my work done. Again. Mind you, the only part of 
the day that didn’t feel like a gruelling endurance test was my time spent with Iain. In his more 
lucid moments, became a sorcerer of words; he turned words to real life, and real life momentarily 
to fiction. 

“No, not yesterday. He sounded frustrated, perturbed by some memory. “Years ago, after my wife 
died... Our Pauline wouldn’t have stood for it. She worshiped her mother. So did I – it felt like a 
betrayal....”

‘Our Pauline’ didn’t appreciate what her father had done for her, that much was obvious. I looked 
up after his words trailed away; he looked as if he had seen a ghost. 

“Are you ok, Iain?”

After a good few seconds of an expressionless stare into nothing, he turned to me.
“It was one of those bleak days with a slight chill hanging in the air like dragon’s breath.” He began 
to shake, the ghost of that nippiness nudging his memory. “We were just chugging along in the old 
Cortina: blood red, with the wing mirrors hanging off, the head sized dent in the drivers door and 
squeaking and squealing like a dog pulling at its lead, making the same crunching noise every gear 



change. I loved taking the car out and, perhaps with a few complaints, she ran like a beauty. She 
was a trooper, a trooper.”

Again he stuttered and the blank stare returned. This time the wait was extended and lingering: he 
obviously no longer wanted to continue down that particular, painful path. He looked as though he 
was staring death in the face. 

“We’d decided to go to the beach, the one that stretched below the cliff over at Dungard – she loved 
trudging across the sand, you know. And then suddenly a horrific squeal like no other, a tremendous 
bang that no longer sounded like just the exhaust, but like gunfire cracking through the empty 
woods.”

“She? Who, Iain? 

He looked distraught. Sobs wracked his frail body.

“Margaret. I saw her yesterday. She was standing in front of me, as real as you are. I should never 
have taken her out that day. We were trying to escape from prying eyes, ones that would tell Pauline 
what I was doing behind her back. It was wrong. I killed her. I should have died that day when the 
tyre burst, not Margaret.”

I held his hand tightly, trying to reassure him. “Listen, Iain. It’s your memory playing tricks. You 
tried to protect your daughter as well as Margaret. You were not to blame. Fate spun her web around 
you and you were trapped.”

For the rest of the day, I couldn’t clear his look of utter anguish from my mind. He’d lost his wife, 
he’d lost a ‘girl friend’ and he’d lost his daughter who couldn’t forgive her father. A life lost in 
consequences.



The Country House
The sun was shining that morning, rising above the roof of the townhouse to illuminate the day‘s 
beginnings, shedding light on all possibilities. The calls of the children of the house began to echo 
around the halls, shrieking and laughing while their nanny tried to calm them down, tried to explain. 
For today was a day their parents would not appreciate this joviality.

Breakfast. Mr and Mrs White had made the rare trip down to the children's room to join them for 
the last meal before their annual trip to Aunty May’s country mansion. Sarah, a  replacement nanny, 
was still unsure around her bosses and could feel herself fussing too much, distracting everyone and 
causing too much upset. Mrs White shooed her away. Today should be all about the children, she 
announced. She smiled down at her son, little William. Only, he wasn't so little anymore. The eldest, 
in fact, the last of the boys – and he wasn't showing the gratitude his mother was expecting. The 
delicate little face shining up at her wasn't reflecting the facade of love she was radiating, and it was 
unsettling. Her sharp nose and shrewd eyes looked worriedly at her oaf of a husband, but he was 
preoccupied with darling Martha, the youngest of the brood. He was making the most of this 
fatherly role, too used to being locked up behind the thick wooden door of his study adding up his 
family’s expenses and income and poring over his insurance books. He was unused to expressing 
this level of emotion, and so was she. To her son, anyway.

Pushing William away, she pulled her greying hair back into a severe knot. Enough frivolities, she 
thought. It was time for the day to truly begin. Much was to be done before noon.

"Nanny, my sash is too tight!"
"My shoes still need polished, Nanny!"
"Nanny, I'm fed up of this! Nanny!"
Sarah sighed. All of these young girls together under the one roof, it was bound to get a little hectic 
now and again, regardless of what the circumstances were. But this weekend trip was just tipping 
everything over the edge. She had always been know for her beauty but this past year had definitely 
aged her - packing her own case for moving into this house had been hard enough, but taking care 
of an entire family? It was enough to send anyone over the edge.

"Enough! Through to the playroom, the lot of you. I‘ll take care of the rest of this."
Pushing and shoving, the gaggle of girls exited the bedroom and left a sudden calm behind them. 
Sarah sighed. She would complain, but the pay she was receiving more than compromised for the 
job she had to do. Turning, she was startled to still see William still sitting on his bed, looking out 
into space. But of course he hadn't left with his sisters – he preferred his own company and he was 
looking especially forlorn today. He had a pale, pinched look on his face - not unlike his mother’s - 
that most people in the small town put down to fussy eating habits, but Sarah knew it wasn't food he 
was starved of. It was love. Despite being the Whites' only son, they spared no affection for him, 
lavishing it all on his tiresome sisters. So caught up in his own thoughts, only Sarah had observed 
the looks and glances his sisters had been exchanging, excluding their brother as if they knew 
something he didn’t. William was able to rise above it, though, and the nanny admired him for that. 
Leaving William to his dreamings, she turned back to her own bed and closed the row of cases lying 
there before piling them at the door to be carried down to the waiting taxi. Someone else could see 
to them. It had been a long morning, and the day was far from over yet.

The hiss of the steam engine was loud enough to be heard even through the closed window. Mr and 
Mr White had decided on a rare luxury and booked an entire compartment to themselves and their 
daughters so Sarah had been left with the task of finding a space for herself and William. Crammed 



into the space between the family's luggage and the window, she started to comb the boys hair. He 
suffered from claustrophobia, she knew, but the soothing motion of her hand against his scalp 
seemed to placate him. She thought they would be able to pass the whole journey this way, content 
with one another’s silent company, when -
''Shall I see my brothers, meet my brothers three...''
He sang so softly that Sarah barely caught what he said, but the tone he was singing in demanded 
her attention.
''Gang up on the girls, strong and big and rough. I’ve always been the smallest but I could still be 
tough. We used to play together, all at Aunty May’s. But with each passing year, one would have to 
stay. '' He sang with increasing volume and urgency before turning to Sarah.
'' Do you think they’ll be waiting for us this year? Waiting to play? Will they, Nanny?'' He was 
getting frantic now, he had a strange light burning in his eyes that Sarah had never seen before. A 
kind of ferociousness, a suspicion that she had never have dreamed the frail boy could have 
possessed. She shushed him, started stroking his head again, soothing him to sleep. The poor boy 
must be delirious from lack of sleep – she knew he had been kept awake half the night with his 
sisters excited chatterings so she could hardly blame him. She kept stroking him until the journey 
was nearly over and the sun was replaced by rainclouds.

The rain was pouring by the time they got to the country mansion. Sarah had been expecting some 
sort of welcome from the Aunt’s household, but she was forced to balance all of the luggage and the 
children as they ran past the graveyard leading up to the house and into the drafty entrance hall. The 
grate was empty of any sign of embers and the mantle looked as if it hadn’t been dusted for at least 
a year. A less sensible nanny might not feel at ease in a place like this, but Sarah prided herself on a 
no nonsense approach. As the children ran upstairs to claim their rooms and Mrs White disappeared 
to another wing, Sarah took her chance to clear her mind with the less frightening of her employers.
''Mr White, I needed to ask you something... It was more on behalf of William, really.'' He tensed. 
Really, how could someone despise their child so much that they physically flinched at the mere 
mention of their name?

''He mentioned something about other boys waiting here for us... His brothers, apparently. I know 
you have no other sons so I just wondered if your Aunt has children, nephews perhaps who stay 
here? Children who might be added to my care for the duration of our stay?’'

''My Aunt has no children. There are no other boys here, or anywhere near here. William has a vivid 
imagination,'' barked Mrs White, storming into the room like a thunderclap, rubbing her severe 
haircut dry with a towel. ''I would have thought you of all people could tell the difference between 
reality and a childish tale. Now maybe if you could go up and get on with readying the girls for 
bed? That is why we employ you, after all. Send William down to us.'' And, gripping her husband 
by the arm, she left the room, closing the door firmly behind her. But not before Sarah saw the 
stricken looks on their faces.

The girls were oddly calm. In the absence of their parents, aunt and any other staff for that matter, 
Sarah had been forced to try and coax a fire out of the damp grate in the nursery by herself. She was 
gazing out of the window into the bleak night when sniggering and whispering brought her out of 
her reverie.
''We know where Will is. Don’t you?'' Martha laughed, leaning back into her sisters. They stood up, 
forming a circle around their Nanny.
''Now girls, it’s far too late to start songs and games at this time of night. I’ve said we can stay up 
until your brother gets back, but that is the-''
''Nanny. You’re not listening to us! Will isn’t coming back!'' And the sisters started circling.
''We’re daddy’s little princesses, mummy’s little helpers. Why would they need boys when they 
have us?''



''Four little girls, that’s what they wanted. But what to do with those silly little boys who got here 
first?''
''School’s too expensive for boys. We’re not expensive. We stay at home, sewing pretty dresses.''
''We’ll marry princes, dukes, that’s what daddy says. We’ll be rich. Who need stupid boys?''
Cackling, screeching, they pressed closer and closer into Sarah.

''Will is gone, David’s gone, Gav and Ian too‘ they sang. They were getting more and more frantic, 
getting right in to Sarah , pressing her up against the wall, against the window. Her reflection looked 
too pale, too young to belong to her.

There was a flash outside. There, in the graveyard! Sarah felt a great wave of foreboding wash over 
her, like she knew what was happening. But she had to make sure. Fighting her way through the 
coven of little girls, little girls who were manipulative and vindictive beyond their years, she made 
it to the corridor and ran down the stairs, all too aware of the thunder of little feet pounding after 
her. She made it to the open door – someone had been out of the house recently, letting leaves and 
rain blow in from the outside in their a hurry. She ran across the grass and jumped over the wall into 
the graveyard with the mud squelching between her bare toes being replaced by the screech of a 
fallen girl. Where was the torch beam coming from – ah, there! Running, running, running... 
tripping over tree roots, skirting around grave stones, she came to a halt. The moon was suddenly 
revealed from the clouds and Sarah was forced to look upon, with horror, the story that had 
unfolded under her very nose without her even realising. Various unmarked graves accompanied by 
four little ones. One freshly dug. Sarah suddenly realised why no one ever spoke about the other 
nannies. Why there was no one else living in this big house. They, too, had discovered the Whites‘ 
secret. Just too late.

The girls had caught up.

''That wasn’t very nice, Nanny. We just wanted to play,'' pouted Martha. ''Mummy! Daddy! We’re 
over here!’'

And the last thing Sarah saw, through the hail and moonlight, was all of the Whites advancing on 
her. All but those poor little boys, who would never feel the rain on their pale skin again.



Prince Barnaby and the Wishing Ring
         

Once upon a time, in a kingdom that isn’t actually as far away as usually stated at the beginning of 
these kinds of stories, lived a prince who would have been as well not getting out of bed that morning. Prince 
Barnaby Bird of Brunwany was the biggest bungle of a prince his father could have asked for: he was short, 
as thin as a single strand of spaghetti and about as charming as a drunk chipmunk doing the Macarena. The 
king  often  thought  how shameful  his  son  was  and  took  pride  in  reminding  him of  this  every  time he 
witnessed Barnaby trying to wield a sword in the dashing-prince-saving-a-damsel-in-distress fashion.

‘What’s wrong Princess Powerless? Is the sword to heavy for your fragile, girly, scrawny arms?’ Is what the 
king would say before crashing into the training area and showing him ‘how a real man does it.’ 

          Poor Barnaby, he had no chance of winning over his one true love, the Princess Odette Orwell of the 
neighbouring kingdom of Ondrany. She was everything her father could have ever asked for in a princess: 
she was petite, with long lushes golden locks which fell perfectly around her radiant face. Whenever she 
visited Brunwany,  Barnaby would watch her  for  as  long as  he could before  being seen and falling off 
whatever he was standing on – even if that thing was the ground itself.

          One particularly humiliating day - in which Princess Odette had witnessed one of Barnaby’s ‘incidents’ 
in the training ground which had, obviously, resulted in him lying in a hospital bed sulking like a lactose 
intolerant child in a chocolate factory - ended in a much more unexpected manner.

          As Barnaby lay on his bed alone in the infirmary staring at the ceiling wondering if he’d ever get to 
marry Odette, the break on the wheels of his bed were taken off by an unnaturally ugly swan. Now, while 
building an infirmary near the top a steep hill with a forest at the bottom probably wasn’t the best idea in the 
world, the nurse still shouldn’t have left the door open. So down Barnaby went over rocks, bumps and small 
animals, crashing into the woods through branches, bushes and other unsuspecting animals before landing in 
a tiny pond – as much as I’d like to tell you no animals were hurt during this story, he did land on the swan 
from before. This was a swift swan.

‘Ouch! Watch it pretty boy!’ The swan turned, wiping the tyre marks off its tail feathers. ‘Oh,’ he mumbled 
upon taking a good look at Barnaby, ‘perhaps “pretty boy” wasn’t the wisest choice of words...’

‘Yo...You c... can talk!’ Barnaby managed to utter with much effort, still reeling from his experience. 

‘Well I’m not quacking.’ The swan extended a wing towards the baffled prince, ‘My name is Henry, pleasure 
to meet you Prince Barnaby Bird of Brunwany.’

Barnaby shook the bird’s wing cautiously. ‘Wait a minute, ducks can’t talk.’

‘I’m a swan!’ Henry bellowed before sighing dejectedly. ‘Oh, but you’re right. I do look a bit like a duck. 
Swans are supposed to be beautiful with fluffy wings and feathers as white as fresh marble, but my feathers 
are all brittle and yellow like aged parchment.’

‘I know how you feel...’ Barnaby sighed. ‘If only I could be charming, brave and handsome like a typical 
prince and you could look like an elegant swan.’

‘Wait!’ Henry jumped up and stood in front of Barnaby looking rather excited. ‘I once overheard an old hag 
saying that there’s a magic ring hidden deep within the forest that will grant two wishes. We could find it 
together and make our dreams come true.’

‘Yes!’ Barnaby sprang up to his feet and gestured with one arm for the swan to proceed. ‘You lead the way 
Henry and together we will find this magic ring and you will be a beautiful swan and I shall be a handsome 
prince in time to win over the princess before she and her father leave in three days time.’

          With that, the two new friends began their journey to the depths of the forest…



          At some point during the day and a half it took our friends to get even remotely close to locating the 
enchanted ring, they began to behave in a similar manner in that unerringly and eerily way of two people 
who had been in an excruciatingly long-term marriage. 

          They searched high and low, finally reaching the mouth of a cave which was home to a repulsively 
smelling ogre. Fighting off the ogre, it turned out, oddly enough, that all Barnaby’s failed sword fighting 
lessons had actually taught him how to wield a sword rather marvellously.

 “Perhaps if your father had not insisted upon interrupting,” Henry remarked “you would have been able to 
showcase your grand fighting skills.”

          In actuality, Henry had confused the words ‘cave’ with the word ‘lake’. This made them realise that the 
ring was hidden at the bottom of the lake they had originally met at. They played rock-paper-scissors to 
decide who would swim to the bottom of the putrid, repulsive, green lake. You may be assuming that, being a 
bird that lives its life on the water, Henry would dive in and retrieve the object he had made them search two 
and a half days for despite it being three feet and a bit of a swim from where they had started. You clearly 
have never met Henry. 

          Therefore, after a swim longer than any human should be able to hold their breath and a violent 
wrestling match with a protective mermaid, Barnaby emerged triumphantly with the ring firmly in his grasp.

‘Here,’ our hero puffed, a bit of lake water spilling from his mouth as he spoke, ‘you go first Henry, while I 
catch my breath.’

‘Oh! Thank you kind prince!’ Henry took the ring, slid it gently onto the end of one of his webbed feet, 
‘Magic ring, I wish that I could be the most beautiful of all the swans!’

          Instantly, a flash of white light radiated from the ring, engulfing Henry in its splendour. A stunned 
Barnaby watched as the light faded to reveal, indeed, the most beautiful swan Barnaby had ever beheld.

‘My word Henry! You look amazing! Feathers as white as marble and so fluffy you could make a pillow!’ 
Poor Henry could hardly utter a word through squawks of joy and flying excitedly in circles. He dropped the 
ring into Barnaby’s hand from above his head and watched from the sky, waiting for Barnaby to make his 
wish…

                    The following morning, the king of Ondrany and his daughter were preparing their carriage to 
leave. The kings were exchanging pleasantries while Odette pretended she wasn’t bored out of her mind 
without Barnaby to talk to.  She was just wondering where he could have got to when a deranged thief 
jumped out from behind the carriage and grabbed the princess.

‘Help!’ Ondrany’s king exclaimed, ‘that crazy thief has my daughter!’

 ‘I will save Princess Odette!’ Out of the infirmary doors burst the handsomest prince anyone had ever seen 
and he stabbed the thief with flick of his wrist. He placed the princess down delicately.

          The king of Ondrany was overjoyed that the striking and charming Prince Barnaby had saved his 
daughter and allowed the prince to marry his daughter that very day. They all lived happily ever after.



Subsidise
On August 19th 2015, Death became impossible. Humans were left with the ability to heal 
themselves. The necessity for medicine came to a halt and so, it seemed, did the world.

The population exploded: by the January of the following year the world population had doubled.

Even the most rural areas of the globe soon became inhabited with millions of people – all vying for 
land, shelter, food and water. 

The world’s strongest countries fell quicker than the murder rate.

Riots occurred across the globe, everyone looking to their world leaders for answers.

Years went by; some of the world’s most trusted leaders went into hiding, unable to cope with the 
scale of the situation. 

On November 12th 2019 world leaders came to a final decision. The world, so desperate for change, 
agreed to the terms of what is now called Subsidise: the random selection of individuals for 
termination.

****

She lies motionless in the field, staring up into the sky, humming a slow and familiar tune into the 
cool breeze. Strands of her knotted brown hair gently float across her face, tickling her skin in a 
delicate and almost loving fashion. Her black suit is covered in a layer of dust from the dry, cracked 
earth and creased from the hurried bike journey. At the edge of the field the soft exhaust of a car can 
be heard alongside a warm, familiar voice calling out to her. Her hands slowly ball into fists and her 
carelessly chewed nails press firmly into her sweaty palms. Her knuckles whiten. The gentle hum of 
the car ceases, and the wires of the field’s fence clang together, disrupted by the tall, burly figure 
clambering over them. 

With a sigh and the pulling up of his tattered jeans, he lies beside her, her warm, delicate hand now 
resting in his protective and comforting grasp. She is aware of his presence, but continues to 
scrutinise the sky - the infinite blue spreading endlessly across the cerulean sky interlaced with long 
fingers of clouds. His head is turned to hers in concern and compassion. He squeezes her hand 
firmly in the hope of providing some reassurance but recognises the futility of his action. After a 
few protracted seconds, she squeezes back half-heartedly in a vain attempt to offer him some 
consolation but does not turn to him. She cannot look at him although she wants to sear every inch 
of his face into her memory. She hears the break in his voice as he struggles to vent his frustration. 
His anguish is her agony. 

She rises sedately to sit gracefully on her long, tanned legs and, with her gentle fingers, begins to 
comb through her tangled and curled hair, wrapping it into a sleek, elegant and presentable bun. He 
admires her beauty and her grace and his lips rise to his freckled cheeks, forming a grin that is laced 
with sadness. He kisses her tenderly on the forehead and from behind his ear he removes a carefully 
placed cigarette, unable to hide the slight tremor of his hand, fixing it into his forced yet steady 
smile. 

They walk in silence to his dilapidated car, his steady attentive arm is draped around her petite 
figure. As they reach the car, he removes the cigarette from his smooth lips and gestures it towards 



her in the hope that it will calm her fractured nerves. She holds it delicately in her fingers and 
inhales it with passion and longing. He withdraws his strong arm from around her still body to the 
rusted car handle. The door eventually swings open with a few tugs and a tired screech but she 
stands rigid, looking blankly into the cluttered interior of the car. He places his tentative hands on 
the small of her back and strokes her colourless cheek fondly; he pulls his torn shirt tightly around 
her shaking frame, sweeps away the tired tools and muck from her seat and helps her into the 
shabby vehicle. 

The crackling radio plays softly in the car – a tune neither can quite make out but neither wanting to 
rent the air with anything other than the syncopated sound of their breathing. A light rain now falls 
delicately onto the car window and the squeal of the crippled windscreen wipers dragging from side 
to side adds to the unnatural atmosphere. His warm brown eyes are fixed on the long farm track, his 
hands clutching the steering wheel worn smooth from years of his touch. He lets his eyes dart 
quickly to her face which is void of any emotion, and her eyes meet his fleetingly. It is all he needs. 
He catches a fleeting glimpse of her despair before she averts her eyes. He hesitantly opens his 
mouth to speak, but she lunges forward and turns up the radio. His words are lost in the deafening 
roar of rock music. She squeezes her eyes tightly, trying to prevent the deluge of tears from 
escaping. Taking his muddy shirt she swipes at her eyes and turns her head swiftly to the smeared 
window. 

The town is silent. Empty of life, yet full of people. Men, women and children stumble and falter 
across the square, eyes vacant. A sense of loss already tangible. 

He clambers out of the car and dashes round to her side. Her frantic eyes examine those around her: 
a father wrapping his loving arms around his crying child, a young woman desperately clinging to 
her husband as he shuffles into the town hall. The whole scene is surreal yet it’s one that they have 
seen countless times. She looks on as an old woman lies writhing on the damp concrete screaming 
and sobbing beside the steps of the town hall for her loved ones. They recognise her: she arrives 
every time there is a termination, her wails following the unfortunate up the steps and into the 
building. He turns his back to the scenes of the frenzied square and adjusts her crisp white shirt and 
needlessly swipes the dirt from her stained skirt. 

They walk calmly and respectfully through the still crowds, the moans and weeping rising to a 
fevered pitch. Her cold, trembling hand is once again grasped firmly in his tight, defensive clutch. 
The town hall looms over their helpless bodies, it creates a dark and disturbing shadow across them 
and the rain gathers force and continues to spit from above. He stops her at the steps of the hall, 
takes hold of her damp body and fondly sweeps a stray hair from her forehead. She looks down at 
her feet, a slight frown creasing her brow as she sees a film of dust on her shoes. He lifts her chin 
delicately so their eyes can meet and he holds her gaze for the first time. The last time. He delicately 
places a kiss on her wet lips and he whispers that he loves her. He will always love her. 

She turns swiftly and strides elegantly to the doors of the town hall. She pauses, as if to turn around, 
but disappears into the building she has feared for so long.

Soon a fog descends upon the town. The stench of injustice, a flawed government and terminated 
lives linger for days. 



18th August, 2015 

Dear Gran, 

I love you.  

I need you to know that. I need you to know that I never intended for this to happen. It must seem 
like the complete antithesis given your own granddaughter hasn’t been to visit you in over a year. 
Please, please know that it is not because I don’t want to see you, it’s because I can’t. I just can’t. 
You see, it’s different for you. The longest a pessimistic thought can linger in your mind is a minute 
at most. For me, well for me it hurts. It hurts so much because my own Gran can’t recall my own 
name. It eats me up inside to see your hand play around the sides of your mouth as I walk in the 
door, desperately attempting to put a face to a name, the way strangers do. The last time I checked 
we were not strangers. The last time I checked, I was holding your hand as we walked along 
Alnmouth beach. The last time I checked, I had a Gran that I could talk to about anything in the 
world whether it be releasing my guilt after stealing some of your prized Cadbury chocolate from 
the sweetie cupboard or stressing about my upcoming Highers. The fact is she isn’t there anymore. I 
no longer have a person that fits such a description in my life. I no longer gain that feeling of 
reassurance when I look into your eyes, instead I am faced with a cold and lingering desire to run, 
to hide from what feels like is taking over. I know that deep down you are still there because I can 
feel it and if that isn’t enough to go on, then I don’t know what is. I hope that you never stop 
wearing blue and white stripy clothes; I hope that you never stop saying “eeeee” in your Geordie 
accent as soon as something doesn’t go quite the way that Doreen Moodie wants it to; I hope there 
is still a fragment of you that is happy and knows that I care.  

I’m sorry.  

I’m sorry because sometimes it all gets too much. Sometimes I can’t deal with it anymore and I 
snap. I don’t understand why you have to repeat sentence after sentence, question after question 
when I have already answered your demands numerous times previously. Yet your need to feel 
satisfied with what is going on in the world around you never settles. I know it’s because you can’t 
remember and I understand that but I can’t sit there and repeat myself time and time again because, 
frankly, I just don’t have the patience and no matter how selfish and ghastly that sounds, it is the 
truth. The reality hurts. Its presence makes you sit and torment yourself until you are left with a 
sickening emptiness. That’s how I feel. I have nothing left. At first I suppose I was too young to 
even begin to comprehend what was going on. We had gone into Newcastle for the day swimming 
and you had decided to stay at home with Grandpa. When we returned that evening, you asked me 
why we all had wet hair. Due to my age and simplistic frame of mind, I thought nothing of it and 
simply replied that we had gone swimming. Remember? No, of course you can’t. This is what hurts 
the most. Mum on the other hand didn’t think so little of it. As if almost from that incident, you 
started to deteriorate bit by bit and gradually I started to stop recognising the lady I would go down 
to Newcastle to visit every month. It started to feel like I was meeting a new lady every time I met 
you. Then every month became every three months and then every three months became every half 
year. This lady looked the same physically yet her eyes were different. They didn’t have the same 



tranquillity as before, this lady sighed more often and her expression usually consisted of a 
perturbed frown.  

I miss you.  

Sometimes, I feel like little things that happen create little holes in my heart which I can lock shut 
by speaking to mum or by going out for a breath of fresh air or by getting lost in my music but with 
you, with you it’s not so easy. I could walk until the sun comes up, I could listen to our song on 
repeat until I can no longer make sense of those fond words, I could confide in those around me 
twenty four hours a day, but what does it change? Nothing. You’re never coming back. No matter 
how many nights I cry myself to sleep, begging for you to understand, to comprehend just how hard 
it is watching someone progressively languish until they become nothing more than a frail structure 
of where a person used to be, you will never see it from my perspective. And I can’t blame you for 
that. The fact is that words just can’t elucidate how much I miss you. Right now, I’d really like to 
play the piano and sing for you. I’d like to see you close you eyes and for that smile to emerge ever 
so slightly around the corners of your mouth. Your hands would be positioned on your lap, 
beautifully buoyant and once I had finished, you would turn to me and I would sense a connection. 
You would put your hand over mine and you would look me straight in the eye. Never did you utter 
a word to articulate just how you felt about my performance but I would always know that that look 
meant inexplicable pride and that was enough for me.  

I will never forget you. 

Ironic though it must seem for me to end this letter with such a sentence, I need you to know that it 
is true. I will always have the desire to sit by your bedside and talk to you until the cows come 
home whether you notice my mere existence or not. That’s not what matters anymore. What matters 
is this. Whenever I am forced out of my comfort zone, whenever I have to sing in front of a crowd 
or whenever I walk into my higher exams, you will be the last thought that enters my head. You are 
what keeps me going. I know that minutes after reading this, you will have forgotten about my 
words and the immense amount of sentiment and aching that accompanies them. You will also have 
forgotten about me. But that’s okay. It’s not your fault and at least just for a split second, I hope you 
knew that I meant every single word of this letter and that you will always be my favourite lady on 
the planet.  

Thinking of you always, 

Catriona x 

In loving memory of Doreen Scott Moodie (22nd September 1931 – 6th August 2015) 



It’s a Kind of Magic

“Winds in the east, mist coming in. Like something is 
brewing, about to begin. Can't put my finger on what 
lies in store, but I fear what's to happen all happened 

before.” - Mary Poppins (1964)

Everything changes.

Change is a strange thing. A short space of time can have a detrimental effect on our beliefs for a 
lifetime. One minute, it’s magic; the next minute, it’s a sham. Disney World in Florida has long 
been known as the holiday of dreams, something for the whole family, a place to create lifelong 
memories. Simply put, it is The Happiest Place on Earth. A world of magic awaits and there’s only 
one condition: one must believe. Do you?

The plane touched down and change was in the air. Nothing could bring me down; I was in Florida, 
approximately 20 miles from the magic of Disneyland. It was a time to spend with family and I was 
begrudging this fact before even laying one foot on American soil. My mother is by far the most 
normal of the family. We were accompanied on this trip of a lifetime by my line dancing-crazed 
aunt and a photographer uncle (affectionately known to those around him at Tam), whose biggest 
achievement is taking photos of irrelevant object like bins. The worst, however, is Dad. I didn't 
believe he was serious when he told me we were going to Florida but, then again, I was rarely able 
to take him seriously. 

But here we were in sunny Florida. A balmy breeze blew around us as the unfamiliar heat, cast 
down by the unforgiving sun, radiated up from the smoky airport tarmac. I couldn’t believe my luck 
until I noticed two air hostesses in fits of hysterics over something beyond my vision. Dread ate 
away at my stomach upon realising their eyes cast in our direction. Standing in full view of the 
entire arrivals lounge, my father was adjusting his purple knee-high flight socks, Jesus sandals and 
clip-on sunglasses, naturally, flicked up.

“Come on Team. Let’s do the mouse!” he shouted, without a hint of shame. Oh God, I thought. 
Please don’t let anybody I know see us…

We arrived at the Magic Kingdom first thing the next morning. Overcome with excitement, I barely 
cast an eye upon the sign saying, “Car Parking: $7 per hour.” As we whizzed by, dad stopped 
singing along to his Jungle Book soundtrack to stare at it. Too young was I to think about money or 
worry about bills. Money was valueless to me then. No worries, no responsibilities. Not yet.

The day was flawless - or so it seemed. We laughed the hours away while, beneath us and hidden 
from sight, employees slaved away in polyester suits, enduring the sub-tropical temperatures. In my 
two weeks there, I never saw one engineer or technician. At the time, I was naive enough to believe 
the rides lasted forever or, if necessary, fixed themselves by magic. At night, an array of luminous 
colours and shapes set off across the sky, lit by none other than Cinderella herself. In reality, the 
fireworks were set off by a nameless woman, paid $5 an hour for working three jobs to pay her rent. 
I realise now that it was all an illusion; an illusion strung together by the commercial industry to 
lure innocent children into their infamous hoax. Although it’s natural to look back on the 
embarrassing moments of our childhood and cringe, I can’t help but feel a sense of shame over my 
inability to see the bigger picture. Never have I been one to let myself be taken in or fooled.



Our second day on holiday was meant to be a relaxing one. In the women’s minds, that could only 
mean one thing: shopping. Only two hours had passed in the mall before my father managed to 
procure himself a shirt sporting the words “Team Nike.” Maybe relaxing wasn’t the right word.

 As the light faded over the land, there was a new nightmare in store for me. We sat down in a line-
dancing bar and I wondered whether the good times would ever end. Sitting at the bar, I watched 
my family quickstepping around the floor in cowboy hats. After witnessing my father jigging with 
my Aunt, I wondered whether I would ever wake. As the night progressed, part of me started to 
understand that this was reality, a reality I had been trying not to notice for several years. 
Thankfully, the night ended when one half of Team Nike went off to photograph fire hydrants.

The threat of a visit to Sea World loomed over me for several days. Having had a childhood 
fascination with sea creatures, this had been the part of the holiday which I had looked forward to 
the most. Unfortunately, the word nightmare was an understatement. The Shamu Show has long 
been Sea World’s biggest attraction. When I saw the sign pointing us towards the performance area, 
I knew I was in for something incredible. I must say, incredible it was.

The arena was filled with people. A wave of excitement swept over the rows as the acrid smell of 
chlorine wafted up everyone’s noses. However, I found myself unusually disenchanted with the 
scene surrounding me. This holiday had opened up my eyes to the true nature of my world and 
childhood beliefs. Small children surrounded me, screaming for Shamu while, metres below, the 
whale was being forced through a dark, cramped tunnel towards the minuscule pool in which he 
was expected to perform. Just when I thought things couldn’t get worse, I saw him. Dad was 
standing in the “Soak Zone”, spinning his t-shirt around while shouting, “Bring it on, Shamu!” The 
whale dived — Splash! The water hit the row in front of him. Bone dry, he turned and gave me a 
thumbs up. Good God.

Flying home took no time at all. By the time the plane landed, I remember realising that my life was 
not the same as it had been when we had left. My dreams were empty and I was about to enter the  
cruel reality of the toughest years of my life. It deeply saddened me to think that my safe, easy life 
as a child was soon to be over. Life, as I knew it, had changed.

Many people say that they take their kids to Disneyland when they are younger because they 
believe in magic then. These people make it seem that there is no such thing as magic. No matter 
how old I become, I always have and always will disagree. Now, on the other side of my teenage 
years, I feel regretful that it has become typical for me to see things through cynical eyes. As I’m 
about to leave the safety of High School to enter the adult world, I strive to remind myself to always 
find as much wonder in things as I did when I was a child.

Magic isn’t fireworks or fantasy castles; it’s a group of friends, moving on through the years but 
always staying the same. Magic isn’t waving a wand and watching the world change instantly; it’s  
working hard and seeing your dreams come true as a result. Although we never see it at the time, 
magic is one last holiday with the people who have been, and always will, be there.

Goodbye Florida sunshine; hello Scotland. That memory of stepping off the plane and standing 
huddled together in the rain has made me realise that sometimes reality is better than dreams. 

Dad tapped me on the shoulder. “Let us return home, young Shamu,” he said, still wearing his 
Mickey Mouse ears. 

At least some things never change.



Dare to Dream
It was my last rehearsal before the big audition on Saturday, so I knew it was going to be a long and 
painful evening. It might be my most exhausting rehearsal of the year, but dress rehearsals were 
always my favourite. I loved the mixture of excitement and anticipation, because I knew that soon I 
would finally get to showcase my solo which I had long dreamed of dancing. As a child, I remember 
sitting in the wings of the stage being amazed by the senior ballerinas floating through the air and 
twirling around like elegant princesses. I had always aspired to be like them, so I prioritised my 
dance lessons over everything – including my homework. It got to the point that I knew my ballet 
port de bras better than my maths timetables. 

There was one routine, however, that was my favourite to dance: the Adage. Every week when I 
heard the music flow from the piano I couldn’t wait to begin dancing and express my feelings 
through movement. I loved the long pauses in the music which allowed me to build character and 
exhilaration, then the quick eagerness of my arms which followed the silence. My teacher always 
praised me for my ability to display new emotion and stories through dance. I felt elation and 
happiness when I danced – even in front of my class – so whenever there was an opportunity to 
perform, I begged to do so.

As soon as I reached the age dance companies are scouting for, I began applying for as many 
auditions as I could. I attempted to participate in some ballet productions when I was younger, but I 
was always sent away because I was too tall for my age. It used to make me nervous whenever I 
auditioned, because the feeling of rejection was awful, especially when I could not fix my principle 
problem – my height. 

At last it was the day of the much anticipated audition, and I was standing in the wings, looking out 
into the unknown darkness. Bright pearl lights beamed down onto the stage, making the thousands 
of crystals in the backdrop twinkle like stars. The junior dancers strutted around the side of stage 
showing off their striking tutus, as if in a fashion contest. An empty black space lay in front of the 
girls, awaiting my arrival and anticipating the music.  I could feel my pulse rattle my skeleton, my 
blood sprinting through my veins and my bones quivering to the rhythm of my nerves. I had never 
been so anxious before, because this was my first performance as a principal and also my first time 
auditioning to someone who was not simply sitting at a table in front of me. I knew that this could 
be the moment that defined my future career – or it could be the one that ruined my chances of 
getting anywhere in this industry: the next few moments would be like a flip of a coin.

A broken chord echoed around the auditorium, hushing the crowds into an eerie silence. The 
anticipation grew as I waited for my cue. Dramatic harmonies sang out from the piano as I began 
twirling into the centre of the stage like a fairy sprinkling fairy dust. I felt my shoe reach my starting 
position, so I reclined my back into a sculpture–like shape to prepare for my pirouette. A gentle 
applause rose from the audience, softening the harsh atmosphere and renewing my determination to 
succeed. Each step was deliberate and told the audience a different story, as my arms stretched into 
arabesque. Minutes passed like seconds as I wowed the audience with my heartfelt phrasing and 
expressive movements. Finally, I leapt into the air as I prepared for my final breathtaking sequence. 
When I landed, pain ricocheted up my leg and my body froze in agony.



My heart stopped beating and my brain shut down in a flash. All of a sudden, everything collapsed 
around me and I felt my world spinning in every possible direction. The moment when I should 
have been landing my spectacular turn progression, I had ended up in a heap of humiliation on the 
floor. A gasp emitted from the audience, and I could feel the embarrassment engulf me as I realised I 
had fallen on the stage. All I wanted to do was to bury my head in my hands and hide myself from 
the audience. I slid my hand out with as much grace as I could muster to balance my body, and to 
prove I was okay, and stood up in a vain attempt to resemble my intended finishing position. At first 
the silence was palpable, but then slowly a ripple of tentative applause coursed round the 
auditorium, merely adding to my misery. I hobbled humbly off the stage and fell into the arms of 
my dance teacher, who looked lost for words. I could hear the piano rattle off the next movement of 
the ballet, and the performance continued as if nothing had happened. My body was limp and all I 
could feel was a sense of overwhelming despair, as I knew that I had ruined any chance of 
impressing the auditioner. The dream which had been sparked when I was a young girl watching the 
older dancers on stage was now all but extinguished, and all the years of training were rendered 
worthless in one instant. 

Pulling myself together, I made my way calmly to my dressing room and sat in front of the mirror, 
observing the disfigured version of myself. I swiped a make-up wipe across my face and watched 
the products swirl into a muddled pattern which mirrored my emotional turmoil. As I looked at 
myself in the reflection, all I could see was disappointment weeping from every pore. The feeling 
was so overpowering that I had to get out of the theatre. The thought of staying one moment longer 
made me feel physically sick as I dreaded seeing my friends. 

Although I can remember every detail of that ordeal, the acuteness of the actual experience has now 
begun to fade and I feel I have grown and matured as a result of it.  I have since realised that in life 
I can’t hide from my mistakes, as I tried to do that day. My audition fiasco taught me that nothing 
will be easy and everything in life has its ups and downs. In spite of initially vowing never to dance 
again, I did eventually decide to go back to my dance classes – albeit not as often as before – 
because I am determined to continue enjoying my hobby, even if it is no longer my chosen future 
career. Dancing has been a huge part of my childhood, which I am grateful for, because through 
dance I have made so many friends and learnt so many life skills which will remain with me 
forever.  Looking back, I see that my dream of being a dancer was an easy career option when I was 
younger, as that was all I spent my time doing; however, now I have to find something else which is 
more suited to the person I have become. I do not yet know what that something else will be, but I 
hope that when I embark on my next thrilling adventure, I will have the same passion that I once 
had for dancing. I love exploring new challenges and possibilities, so I am excited to see what will 
inspire me next. However, despite giving up my dance dream, I know my life has been enriched by 
all the positive experiences of dancing and I feel proud that I have came through the major 
disappointment of that defining audition without allowing it to curtail my personal ambitions for the 
future.



A Dainty Princess
What do you see in your reflection? Do you like yourself? I gaze into the depths of a mirror 
seeing breathtakingly beautiful bones hidden beneath a parasitic layer of fat that distorts and twists 
the frame of my body and leaves my poor, abused skeleton begging me to stop opening the fridge 
door. I hate myself. Only one thing tears me away from that image, drags me through each empty 
day; the deliciously seductive voice inside my head - my mantra - "Everything I want to be, I am. 
Only buried under a layer of fat”.

It seems like another life since I haven't felt an aching regret deep inside myself after surrendering 
to the intense temptation held within a biscuit. So long ago that I cannot completely remember it 
now and several months of my life are just a hazy blot on the pages of my memory. 

You lose all sense of time. And on days you are aware of life hurtling past your generously padded 
hips you're not alone, conversations take place within your mind where you sheepishly try and 
bargain for a slice of cake, unconditionally offering endless lifetimes of aerobics. But no matter 
what you offer, you will never win. She's a dominatrix, a dictator, a puppet-master, more powerful 
than any religious leader could ever hope to be. You will find yourself thrown against the floor, 
knees tucked tightly under your chin, screaming inside, cursing her to the deepest, darkest pit of 
damnation. You know that if your glutinous fingers wrap themselves around a stack of empty 
calories and force them past your tongue, they will not be making it to your thighs. As the gleaming 
porcelain of the bowl cools your forehead and you fight to breathe through the searing pain burning 
in the back of your throat she comes to you and curls words in your ear that promise a conditional 
reward of two less pounds on the scale, "For your troubles". 

I admit,  I still feel compelled to pause and marvel at the pale lines in my skin against my natural 
olive tone; despite what she may say, the scars do show. Ana is untouchable. She can frivolously do 
you wrong and abuse you in any way she pleases for as soon as you witness the sharp curve of a hip 
bone jutting out through the soft fabric of your skirt you will fill with such unconditional love for 
her that you will find yourself remorsefully apologising for every binge and refused exercise that 
would have got you here sooner. You thank her for deeming you pure enough to reward; even in 
your self-confessed utterly unworthy state. For all of this, I fondly christen her: Ana.

You may call it ignorance or vanity but I have tearfully justified to myself one million times that I 
am in the clutches of a genuine mental illness, and I firmly believe that this is true. An indescribable 
energy takes possession of your brain and controls you; ordering you to compare yourself to 
sickeningly emaciated stereotypes, to look in the mirror and see only the imperfections. 

You fear any confrontation where someone could look at you and think, "She's not that skinny.”

Despite all this, the deadliest influence in my life is not the subconscious voice. There is 
another force that fuels the voice and has the power to push you to the furthest extremes of 
unhealthy: Pro-anorexia websites. These beastly sites become like oxygen to your energy-starved 
body. They tear you from your bleak, isolated world and embrace you in the most welcoming of 
hugs; a community infatuated with disorders and desperate to be free at the same time. Split views 
and confusion are just another symptom; simultaneously wanting to starve for five days and scrape 
every morsel of food from your kitchen cupboards provides quite the moral dilemma.

They say it consumes your whole life. Takes your friends, your education, your future but 



that is not the Ana. That is the work of the people who consider themselves to be affected by it. I 
continued to attend school for a month once I fell fully into her grip but the weight loss when you 
first begin fasting is so staggeringly inspirational that one month melts l kg from your body. 
My school politely asked me to vacate their building, "For my own good" with a distinct undertone 
of "You are too great an insurance liability". I experienced an initial bout of soul-crushing rejection 
and utter confusion as to how anyone could bear to send me away when I was so perfect, such a 
dainty little princess, so beautifully desirable as I floated through the air surrounding the other less-
desirable people of the world. 

Upon reflection of this time, all I see are blurred, dog-eared images of days spent clutching my 
knees to my chest to cease the deep pain rumbling inside of me, as though if I left this foetal 
position I would be torn in two by the aching emptiness. I remember duvets and dressing gowns 
whilst my sister wobbled past me in shorts and I remember the tempting serenity of a faint every 
time I stood. I was perfect. 

However, my demons always found a way into my perfect world. They chase you with their blood 
tests, force protein enriched milk down your throat and crush you with BM! readings as often as 
they possibly can. They speak bluntly at you using complicated medical terms but in this you will 
find solace, for the feeling of inclusion when they name a disorder is overwhelming. This is another 
of my predicaments. My first, and absolutely non-consensual, visit to the dietician's office left me 
with the label or EDNOS or eating disorder not otherwise specified. The crushing sensation of 
churning about in a life not otherwise specified can only drive one further into weight loss. For all 
the doctors try to tiptoe around triggers and well-known issues they cannot help you; they can drag 
your weight up above critically low but they cannot rid your brain of the disease. You believe there 
cannot possibly be a psychologist in this land who can understand what is happening to you, no 
matter what they say they have "seen before". 

Understanding comes only from living the daily life of a sufferer, feeling the pain and the dilemma 
between starve and binge.

I genuinely do wish that I could here insert a generic happy ending. But recovery is not something I 
have yet found, nor can I ever see myself finding. I have no strength to ask for any kind of help that 
I could actually benefit from. All I have is a dietician that Ana can manipulate out of a meal plan in 
3 seconds, a school guidance councillor who asks for weight-loss tips and a concerned mother, 
shouted down by Ana all too easily. Not forgetting the GP who examined at the outpourings of all 
my anguish and remarked "Oh, just scratches then." I cannot see how a single human could 
overcome, physically or mentally, a force so strong that it can have you purging your body of all 
nutrients only seconds after teasing you with the notion that you would be permitted to consume 
them. However, as masochistic as it sounds, I have a deep-rooted adoration for it. This may not be a 
fairytale "happily ever after" but to me the sense of control and the uniqueness anorexia provides 
my life with are what true happiness is composed of. I find myself with an insightfully warped view 
of the world and I have Ana to thank for it, this can be done easily with only 100 calories a day, she 
tells me. Then I shall be a dainty,  Ana princess.




